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chapter 1

introduction

A magazine is primarily a conversation it is
designed as a whole entity even though it consists of a lot
of separate different looking elements A magazine is given

its unity and identity by the existence of its readers A

magazine is always designed for a definite group of people

with predictable tastes and interests or for certain defined

attitudes or interests of people those readers for whom

the magazine is intended help to shape it and without this
specific group the magazine will fail mcleanMd 1969Lean p 1

the special problem dealt with in this thesis is
communicating with youthyouths and the particular group is the
youth of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

LDS the problem of communicating with LDS youth is in
many respects analogous to communicating with other youth

their basic needs and interests are the same like the
change from tadpole to frog and caterpillar to butterflybutter 9flys
the change from child to adolescent brings an essentially
new body into existence physical appearance is a matter

of real concern to most adolescents whatever the current

definition of a beautiful girl 9 thats what the girl wants

to be likewise for a handsome masculine man with more

emphasis on the masculine than on the handsome smartsmarts 1967

its

9

1

melean
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2

ppap 46970469

the

70

child is concerned with what is the adolescent
with what is plus what could be the adolescent uses formal

thinking to discover all possible combinations or relation-
ships and makes sure he has found them all smartsmarts 1967

ppo 476 while the adolescent is freer intellectually than

the child 9 he still has his limitations he tends to have

grand ideas about how society should be improved which he

fuses vaguely with his own plans for the future adults
generally expect young people to be idealistic and impracti-

cal in cheirtheir dreams about reshaping the world there is a

belief that this type of thought has value for both the

adolescent and society in opening up possibilities for his
future development and for social innovations smartssmartysmarup 196719679

p 480

A psychiatristpsychiatrists study of vassar girls showed a

crisis of selfdiscoveryself betweendiscovery ages fifteen and eighteen
A crisis of independence was very closely related to the

crisis of self discovery

the adolescent has greater control over his think-
ing and is able to switch more rapidly than the child from

fantasy to reality he rejects his baby self and often his
parents because they are intimately associated with his baby

selfseif
anna freud said tt there are few situations in life

which are more difficult to cope with than an adolescent son

or daughter during the attempt to liberate themselves

theirdreams

41

from

situa

es
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3

smartsmartt 196719670 ppe 497

A child learning to read opens his eyes to the
existence of standards and authorities that differ from his
parents now mass media television and movies are also
assaulting him from infancy and have created an evergrowingever
need

growing

for a magazine to communicate to him where he is to
show an understanding of his needs and interests so he will
not be left at the mercy of the evergrowingever advertisinggrowing

octopus that exploits childish fears and fantasies

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

the problem of this study is to determine what

elements are significant in creating a periodical for LDS

youth that will be competitive with the attractions of other
published materials currently available to youth without
sacrificing LDS standards

significance OF THE PROBLEM

this problem is significant because according to
the author the church is true thereforepthereforcfTherefor itCfep should pro-

duce a product that is the finest in its field it should
produce a youth magazine that can visually compare with the
appeal of any other magazine in existence and at the same

timestimeelmecime contain written material that will help the magazine

reach its goaly to build faith in and testimony of the
divinity of jesus christ and the authenticity of the restored
church

there is nothing innately evil in color or

him

reachits

smarts
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contemporary design or illustration the color or combin-
ation of colors or intensity of color or stylesstyle of art are

only evil if theytheys because of subject matter treated make

evil so appealing that youth are convinced that the evil is
desirable billions of dollars are spent each year for
magazines and other mediamediasmedla particularly advertising by

designing menmensmeng to make evil appealing so that it will sell
and many youth are sold because of this the assumption is
made that the methods of selling are evil because they are

selling evil however in reality the methods of selling
are good even though they are being used for evil

we as a church believe in accepting truth wherever

it is found thirteenth article of faith we can capitalize
on truth good methods of appealing boto youth to produce a

youth magazine that can communicate our message to the youth

of the church

in the church there are approximately 162000 boys

between the ages of thirteen and nineteen years and approxi-

mately the same number of girls the purpose of a magazine

for LDS youth is to teach the youth of the divinity of jesus

christ and of the importance of his mission and gospel to

them individually the new era the official monthly publi-

cation for the youth of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints has a circulation of 155000 it has achieved

nearly a 50 percent mark in reaching the group for which it
was designed however included in this number are also
adults and non LDS youth and of those LDS youth who receive
the magazine there is a percentage that aret being

s

in

JLOWapprox
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reached and are not reading the magazine

the objective is therefore to determine the most

effective ways to reach those LDS youth whose needs still
are not being met since we hold to the basic belief that
every soul is precious in the sight of god

delimitation

this thesis shall not be concerned with any magazine

other than the new era for this is the only magazine exclu-
sively involved with LDS youth only the needs and inter-
ests of LDS youth will be analyzed and only those elements
directly related to periodical layout will be examined

efforts to delimit the study in terms of these
elements have been pushed back to broaden the survey of what

youth need no attempt has been mademades therefore to go

ingointo depth on any one aspect of magazine layout A thorough

study of each of these elements will be left to others in
future studies

definitions OF TERMS

1 flippoblippo cypetype face A heavy round face with the
short extenders removed from the round letters to emphasize

the round forms

2 color the effect of tone created by the setsettosetts

as used on page 28

cool color A color with a predominance of blue
4 kickersKid excerptsacerbteersalers extracted from the body of an

article and set in large type to attract the attention of
the reader

ae5e layoutlalrouto design for a magazine page

eras

nto

se

page28
3

5
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6 LDS members of the church of jesus christ of

latterdaylatter saintsday

7 leadingLead spaceipg between lines of type

logo specially designed insignia printed on a

company publication or any organizationsorganization written media

60

80

6

9 mediamadiamadlamedla any means visual or verbal transmitted
or distributed used to relay information to people

10 MIA mutual improvement association for the
youth of the LDS church

l1 point size size of type there are seventytwoseventy twotvo

points to an inch

12 run complete printing of one color on one side

of a justified section of a magazine

13 sans serif type face without seriasserifs
e serif type face feet smallsmail extending lines at

ends of characters

topeople
ioe100loe

120 Run

130

14 feetsmall

15 set arrangement of font faccofacci leading and

measure

1 metypetyee face any style or design of alphabetical

characters for printing
17 unjustified lines of type that end unevenly

18 warm color A color with a predominance of yellow

METHOD

three methods were employed in gathering dataidatatdabat

1 survey of literature
2 interviews
3 tests surveys

16

ts
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surveyorsurveyof literatureLikert
information on magazine design and aesthetics was

gathered from information available in books and magazine

articles

interviews
ralph reynolds designer of the new era magazine

was interviewed to determine what the problems of magazine

design are and how they can best be handled in designing a

magazine for LDS youth mr reynolds was interviewed because

of his position of importance in determining the basic
appearance and visual appeal of the LDSLOS youth magazine

members of the advisory committee for the new era

daniel H ludlow doyle L green and john carr were interv-

iewed to determine what the purpose and goals of the
magazine are what they felt was appropriate and inappropri-

ate for the magazine and what they have determined is of
great importance to youth in the magazine their advisory

capacity justifies use of their opinions in the determining

of the goals and purposes of the LDS youth magazine

campusCBMUS life and collegiatecolleoiate challengeChallen christiancre

youth magazines were evaluated as well the designers of
these magazines were interviewed to determine what elements

are important in the layout and design of a magazine for
christian youth they were chosen because of their common

goals of reaching christian youth

survey of

1
0

vire

ares
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surveys

pilot study 1 A survey was conducted as a pilot
study with seminary students ages fifteen through seventeenseventeens

at the skyline high school seminary in salt lake city one

hundred fifty students were chosen as the sample population

in the survey the seminary was used because it is a place

of learning for LDS youth

A sampling of page layouts and magazine covers

was taken from the new era boysboyts life sevenceenteen and

campus lifelifcf and the students were asked to choose those

that were most appealing and select a reason for their
choices

this test was analyzed by an architectural psychology

class at the university of utah the class was under the

leadership of dr calvin taylor international authority on

creativity

pilot study 2 A survey was devised and used as a

pilot study with the provo 65th ward MIA and the salt lake
18th ward MIA the MIAmra was chosen because of its theological
and social setting

the measuring devices includes
1 design first impression responses to abstract

designs and ink blots which indicate reaction to color
combinationscombination shapes sizes and values in a pure form to

determine what effects mentally and emotionally these

elements have

stu

in

C s

stu 0

sp

eras seventeens
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2 magazine covers best liked response to
new era magazine covers they were divided into three
categories a rectangular sectioned coverscoverspcoverse b single
photograph covers and c illustrated covers this section

of the test helped establish the graphic interests of LDS

youth the covers were divided into groups to help parti-
cipants in choosing those they liked by giving them smaller
groups from which to make their selections and because they

would be evaluating only those of a certain specific group

at one time

final testingtestAR final testing was done by indirect
testing methods after cheskin and was administered to

classes of senior and junior seminary students at eastfast and

west high school seminaries in salt lake city alsopalsos a

group of junior high school students from cardon junior high

school seminary in salt lake city was tested the students
were shown five groups of layoutslayou

1

tbttst
baseball articles

2 marriage articles
3 articles about christ
4 articles about family

5 ecology articles
students were told that they would need to read one article
from each group they were then asked to go to each group

of articles and write down the number of the article from

each group that they were going to read after they had

completed their selectionselections they were told that they

9

sp
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actually would not be required to read any of the articles
they were then asked to discuss the reasons why they chose

the articles that they did

the students did not know they were being tested for

article preference if they had had to analyze their reasons

for choosing a particular articlearticles they may not have written
down the name of the article they actually would read

choosing the article spontaneouslyspontaneouslyi they were able to do it
without thinking about it this way it was determined what

they would actually prefer reading because of some attraction
the survey was limited totootto utah because of time and

means however 9 utahutahs because of the populations conserva-

tive nature vaswas considered a good testing place

the author recommends further and continuing testing
to ascertain the needs and interests of youth

TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

the survey of related literature was summarized for
1 input data in the development of the scudystudy 9 and 2

support of research conclusions conclusions were drawn

therefrom

interviews with the magazine designers of the new

eraeraibraarai campuscamposcagpuscalpus life and colcoi1egiate challengepchallenqechallengeeChallechailechalie asngep well as inter-
views with advisors to the new era were analyzed and summa

rizedrizedoprized and conclusions drawn

data from the pilot study given to the 150 skyline
seminary students was compiled by hand computations and

preferencearence

Llfeo ciollegiate interaw

i
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frequency tables drawn upups typed and duplicatedduplica

these
tedetedo

data were then distributed to calvin tayloretaylorsTay

architectural
lorts

psychology class for a critical analysis of the
testing method personal inspection of obvious plurality
conclusions were drawn and frequency tables made of youth

preferences
information given by louis cheslingcheslcinicheskingChesChesl directorkinociniking of

color research institute of america in his book color guide

for marketing media was used in formulating other pilot
studies these studies plus the final testing were hand

scored the results were put into frequency tables and

data analyses were written into the body of the thesis
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chapter 2

REVIEW OF THE literature

magazine design for the youth of the LDS church has

made very marked changes since the first youth magazinemagazines

the young womenwomentsfoments s journal 9 appeared in 1889 in the journal

the pages were small and there were no illustrations
issue number one of the improvementimirovement era appeared in

november 1897 there was not one illustration in that entire
first volume either volume hwotwotvo did contain as promised

some small black and white illustrations in 1929 after
years of trying and wondering it was announced that the era

and chethe journal would combine beginning in november 1929

the era started using the larger 8by101inch8ft loh pageby size101loi ininch

hopes that it would attract more even national advertising
during the 1930s1930sp the first color was used the

shell oil company started running a threecolorthree insidecolor cover

ad consistently when shell sold their stations in utah and

idaho the ad was dropped and the era went back to twocolortwo

covers
color

in the 1950sg1950s the magazine started using full color
again but still returned at times to twocolortwotvo tocolorcolocoio save

the budget

in 1950 the era of youth was added to the improvementiacirovement

era and a new designerdesigners ralph reynolds came to the mag-
azine the whole magazine received a face lift

12

verymarked

thelournal 1929p

itwould

r

thelournal

eras
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then in january 1971 after years of planning the

youth finally got a magazine of their own the new era the

new magazine was still rather limited in the use of full
color and in budget for illustration

it appears relevant here to review the genesis of

the nevera magazine design and relate other information on

periodical design as contained in related literature

LOGO

months were spent working on a logo type for the new

era A logo was needed that would say youth mormonism and

moodaymtodaytodarcodarcoday t

the blippoflippo logo type was selected then rejected

because of its fadlikefad naturelike it seemed too frivolous to

be repeated throughout the magazine as a standard heading for

articles by general authorities or other articles of a

serious nature

the logo selected was a sans serif helvetica type

face with the new era stacked and placed in a rectanglerect
bandbands

angleeangleo

of color were behind the type the logo was chosen

because 1 the type style was basicbasicsbabic simple and conserva

tives and 2 the treatment of the logo type was fresh

youthfulyouthfulf compact and versatile to some it did not have

great enoughenouch legibility because the letters of the logo

merged into each other

ownthe

new era

29
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lyslyp9 allowing the cover

to speak for itself through using distinctive covers that
cant be mistaken for any other magazine

COVER

the next problem was finding a cover concept thacthat
could fit the same kind of needs the cover of a magazine

plays the very important function of getting the readers
initially into the magazine even though the new erabra is not

sold off the magazine racks the cover still has a great
responsibility

many cover concepts for the magazine werevere tried and

then one was decided upon the rectangular sectioned cover

was selected because 1 it was distinctively different from

the cover concept of any other magazine it would give the
magazine its own identity 2 it was harmonious with the

beleftbeleff

magazlmagall

14

legibility is not the first requirement of a
magazines title on a cover it is a repeating symbolsymbol9symbols
like

9

a trademark it mustmast be characteristic easily
recognizable and attractive A magazinedmagazinesmagazinet title is
better done distinctly and individually at the hand of
a designer rather than set in cold and impersonal type
mclean 1969 p 6

suppose that instead of displaying the stars and
stripes we were to write the words american flaglagooslag
across a piece of cloth and to display that while the
symbols would convey the same meaning the effect would
be quite different TO translate the rich visual mosaic
of the stars and stripes into written form would be to
deprive it of most of its qualities of corporate image
and of experienceexperiencexperiences yet the abstract literal bond would
remain much the same mcluhanmcluhanpLuhanmccluhanMc 19641964p p 82

magazines that are sold by subscription and not off
the stand need not put their logo at the top of the magazines

as others do it can be printed at the bottom in very small

printprints or it can be left off completecompletely

f

1969p ps e

f

conceptthat
fit

r
were

neit
identity2

magazinet s

et

nenelt
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identity was assumed to be setssety new cover concepts were intro-
duced one of the favorites is the single wraparoundwrap photoaround

generally of a poetic nature
A strong cover is important because a magazine must

always compete with its surroundings it has to stand up to

all the other books and magazines record jackets cataloguescataloguecataloguercatal
packages

ogues

and bottlesbott andlesp everything else in the room

the cover must to a certain extent advertise the

contents or at least not contradict it must be in charac-

ter
char

with

acaact

the inside and should tell even the casual observer

that it is distinctly the cover of a certain magazine and no

other whether or not the cover illustrates something inside
the magazine is irrelevant since no one knows what is inside
the magazine until he pickepicks it up and gets past the cover

whether or not it is a good cover design cannot be defined

it either works or it doesndoesnotdoeandoe

simplicity
snsnot

is important in cover designdesigns

herickshepicks 1t

15

logo1090 type that incorporated a similar rectangular sectioning

and 3 it was versatile there was a large number of varia-
tions on this theme that could be used

after the first year of operation when the magazinmagazines

but many

successful covers are not simple many covers on the other
handshand are not successful because they are far too compli-

cated
A bit of the unusual or unfamiliar is desirable in a

cover but it must be the kind of unusual that makes you

want to look again and not merely be a trick to catch your

versatilethere

set

is

leastnot

sinceno
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attention and elicit an undesirable response in some

publishing houses the editor of a magazine sits in one room

and the management in anotherano expectingejectingtherpthers something to drop

down from above preferably the next issuer magazine cover

design ideally editors and designers should not have to

submit their cover designs or any other editorial matters

to their managements it is extremely doubtful if a commi-

ttee is any better at picking successful designs than an indi-
vidual committees usually kill outstanding designs in favor

of mediocre ones because committees tend to play safe mclean

1969196 p 5 but that individualindividuals the designerdesigners must con-

stantly be aware of the needs and interests of his reader-
ship or he will cease to communicate

LAYOUT

magazine page layout for the new erabra was approached

in such a way as to give appeal to the audience for which it
was intended

the success of every layout is finally measured by

the way it serves the editorial objective therefore the
designer cannot detach himself from the process of commun-

ication at the personal level it must be on easebase of reading

and consistency of format are primary requisites hurlburt
197119710 ppe 2121e

layout people are always striving to make more

attractive and attentionarrestingattention layoutsarresting even beautiful
design can be sterile and fail to have mass appealappeals if the

a

in

9
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layout is to appeal to the average reader 9 the layout should

not be designed in accordance with the art directorsdirect
personal

orts
castestastes nor according to the personal tastes of the

editors or their executives

interest is often greatest in layout that is
abstract symbolic or suggestive some modern layouts have

aesthetic but not subject interest also a layout that
contradicts usual eye movement isntist very effective in get-

ting and holding attention cheskin 194819480 ppap 215216215

with

216

very large budgets the advertising man has

developed the ad into a sort of icon icons are not special-

ized fragments or aspects but unified and compressed images

with this powerful trendtrendytrends the position of the magazine

industry has been greatly weakened particularly the picture
magazinemaa theseazine magazine features alongside the massive

iconic ads are made to seem palepaiepalespaleg weak and anemic

times newsweekNevnew andsweek similar magazines have surged

upward because they present the news in a compressed waysway as

do the adsadsoadeoadee this type of news is neither narrative nor

point viewviewsof nor explanatory nor commentary it is a

corporate image in depth of the community in action and

invites maximal participation in the social process mcluhanmcluhanpLuhanmccluhanMc

1964i1964v ppap 226227226

thibthisthia
227

statement warrants reflection for LDS youth

to feel this participation they must feel a part of what is
happening in their magazine

internal consistency means that a magazine should be
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aittoitto hurlburt
197119719 ppo 2626o260
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designed as a whole not as a series of isolated pages

mcleanmcleans 1969 p 120 size and scale of art and photos

are varied for change of pace many types of artists and

photographers are used to give variety to the publication

color is used to express a moodmoods to evoke a particular
emotion and alsoalsopaiso in contrast to blackblacicblachbiach and white pages to

add interest bold values and colors are used in contrast
to delicate softsort romanticromantiromanticandand moody pieces but running

through each article there needs to be somethingsomethinga a line a

color 9 or a style of art that is consistent from one page

to another so that a particular article reads as a unit
and throughout the entire magazine there must be unifying

factors such as type styles and sizes the sizes of margins

placement of page numbers type styles of the titlestities quiet

white areas and some solid type undisturbed by the movement

of lines and shades of illustrations A good magazine is as

fullullfuliuli of variety as a large store
99it must be remembered that good magazines are never

static mclean 1969 p 120 life is changing too rapidly

for magazinesmacazines to be able to stay the same very long the
name of the business is change the deaths of the saturday

eveningpost and many other great magazines can be attrib-
uted at least in part to this factorfactors i lack of change not
a change to appeal to a new audienceaudiences but change to keep up

with the old one A magazine for youth must particularly
stay up to the minute for youth are always on top of change

and are veryvedy aware if a magazine is out of it

artthat

f as

po

satu
evening poshpon&Postponsponpomspom&

cand

macazinebzines
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the balance in modemmodern layout is more like that of
a tightrope walker and her parasol than that of a
seesaw or measuring scale A tightrope walker in
continuous and perfect balance is not much more inter-
esting than someone walking on a concrete sidewalk
it is only through threatened imbalanceimbalances tension and
movement that the performance achieves interest and
excitement for the modern magazine designer and the
tightrope walkerswalkervalker balance is a matter of feeling
rather than formula hurlburtHurl 1971burts ppe 26260

paul randrands in his book thoughtsthoulhrhoulh on design states

it this wayways

exact symmetry offers the spectator too simple and
too obvious a statement it offers him little or no
intellectual pleasure no challenge for the pleasure
derived from observing asymmetric arrangements lies
partly in overcoming resistance which consciously or
not the spectator adjusts in his own mind thus
acquiring some sort of aesthetic satisfaction
hurlburt 1971 p 28

in testing a layout or any other product for todays
consumerconsumers othere is no substitute for firsthandfirst researchhand

according to henry dreyfuss

wherever I1 am I1 never miss an opportunity to go
through a department store large or small to study
what people are buying and what they are rejecting
I1 take the elevator to the top floor and work downward
by escalator or stair inspecting each department en
route on such an expeditionexpeditions the consumers world
unfolds before an alert watcher like a reel of film
although we do not design in the fashion trades even
those departments offer direction in color and
materials Dreyfusdreyfussdreyfuse 19481948p p 65

COLOR

color is one of the most important elements in
magazine design particularly for youth because youth is
oriented toward color while maturity becomes increasingly
shape and form conscious birren many of the magazine pages

illustrated in color have actually gained in reproduction in

is

h s ts des

po 28e
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readersreaderessdigestdigest by far the largest selling
magazine of any ever published has a circulation of

17750000 one page of full color advertising in readersadersreadersPe

digest costs 6176500 sales success stories in all major

areas confirm the digesttsdicresfsDigest effectivenessts for exampleexamplesexam

lipton
plepplespies

used the digest exclusively to roll out its main

dish line of dinners the coupon redemptions were

phenomenal far exceeding most optimistic projections

20

black and white color is oftenorten used because it has been

allowed for in the budget rather than because it is needed

but when used successfully it is the most visually exciting

instrument at the art editors disposal mclean 1969

ppe 220

advertisers who distribute products nationally use

fullcolorfull adscolor for one reasonreasonireasons color ads bring greater

return
distributors of detergents baking flour and meat

products buy double page spreads in full color because the

70000 investment is profitableprofi cheskintablestablet 195419540 ppo 29290
A cosmetics company which was a modest business

for years became one of the biggest soon after it began

advertising in full color
A mail order catalog showed one dress in color and

five similar ones in black and white the dress shown in

color sold nine times as many dresses as those in black and

white cheskin 195419549 p 29

the readersert

A

digest ad pulled one million people into plymouth showrooms

of ten

e

pe 29o290

di

showrooms

Readeres
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corning glassware made depth studies of twelve pages of

inserts in the digest and found that new product awareness

was up as high as 66 percent buying intentions zoomed

canadacanadas s vacation kit offer in readers diciestdi northernst
regions pulledpalled over two and onehalfone timeshalf the goal set to

justify advertising in the magazine in addition to the

magazine costscootscoste there are the ad preparation costs and all
this at 6176500 a page because it does pay off standard

rate and data bookbooko 197219720 ppe 156157156

color

157

is more than an eye catcher or attention
gettergetterigatteri it is a strong psychological tool when it is
pertinent to the subject or message it is important

therefore to know what color to use to achieve the desired

results

visibilityvisibilitvr power of color
colors attract attention because they are more vibrant

than black and white colors attract in ratio to the degree

of their visibility A color in its purepare form has greater
visibility and attractive power than any of its tints or

shades and some colors have greater powers of attraction
than others visibility and attractive power are not the
same as legibility the least vibrant colors are best for
lengthy articles

yellowyellowfyellowe and especially yellow orange has the
greatest visibility particularly against its compliment

blue violet yellow also has the greatest retention power

of any color cheskin

71r a1 0aa
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the warmer a color lsiisiiss the more visible it is
the cooler it is the less visible it is adding yellow

warms a color blue and white cool a color the background

of a color naturally affects the visibility of a color also

colors with great visibility shouldntshouldnshouldna be used when

sustained attention is needed as with the printed page

they are vital for a magazinesmagazin coveressets and other areas of the
magazine where large areas of type are not used over them

retention powpovpowerpover

some

of

trademarks

color
or logos linger in our memory

others are soon forgotten tests show that color adds to

the retention power the triangle and the oval are easily

recalled but particularly when they are printed in black on

yellow or on red orange

yellow also orange is seen from a greater distance
than any other color it catches the attention before
any other color does it is retained in the memory
longer than any other color and it multiplies itself
psychologically speaking it t growsgrowe in the memory

blue on the other handshand is not seen at a great
distance it does not attract attention it partially
escapes the memory its effect shrinks or evaporates
thats why we say that blue has low retention whereas
yellow has high retention cheskinChes 1954kingkins p 35

color symbolism

from the beginning of time colors have been thought

of as symbols of emotion and thought by man

usually color has a dual association A man may be
green with envy but he may also be green as grass he
may be bluebloodedblue andblooded yet feel awfully blue red in
its exalted meaning stands for courage and actionactions but
in its debased sense it characterizescharacterises anarchy and
carnage pure yellow suggests glory cheerfulness and
prosperity but other shades of yellow suggest cowardice

is

9 t

is
togrowsts

35o350
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cheapness and sickness purple is the color of heroism
and magnificence or of passion suffering and mystery
these associations are so deeply rooted in mansmants
consciousness that they account for most of the mental
effects of color color per se has no influence beyond
the suggestion it makes to the mind one might add
that it scarcely needs to have a greater influencefluence
ketchhamketchhampKetKetch 193719370chhamhamshamp ppe 124124o1240

in magazine design color and image with favorable
symbolism promote the product wrong symbolism can convey

the wrong message and ruin the magazinesmagazin businesseteetseve

an insane asylum in illinois uses red to perk up
cases of melancholia blue has good results on
neurotics green light has been tried on criminals
in a mirrored room to make their guilt seem written on
their faces and therefore obvious to the world birren
1937 ppo 44oao40

smaller amounts of a color such as might be used on

a magazine layout dont have as strong or intense an effect
as a whole roomful but the psychological effects are still
there the importance of using the right color for the
subject of an article being treated is pointed up by a test
administered by color research institute on package designsdesiqns

for a new detergent the housewives tested were given three
boxes filled vithwith the same detergent and requested to try
them all for a few weeks and then report which was best for
delicate clothingclothcioth oneingeingo package was predominately yellow

the yellow was used because some merchandisers were con-

vinced that yellow was best because of its strong visual
impact another box was predominately blueblues and the third
was blue with splashes of yellow

in their reports the women stated that the deter-
gent in the bright yellow box was too strong some even

in

0

colorfor
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said it ruined their clothes the detergent in the blue box

was said to have left their clothes dirty in many cases

the third box which the institute felt had an ideal balance

of colors in the designdesigns was an overwhelming favorite the
womens responses were fine and wonderful in describing

the effects of this detergent the conclusions a woman is
influenced more than she realizes in her opinion of a

product by its package design packard 1970 ppe 1111e
yellow is a color of sunshine and glory 9 but for

packaging a detergent for delicate fabrics it is too strong

As can be seen it is essential then to the message of a

magazine article to ubeuse the color or colors that combine to

give the precise psychological impact desired

color preference

extensive research has shown that color preference
is not isolated color is hardly ever separated from
imagery or pattern by its nature color occupies area
or space all of these related factors have an influ-
ence on color preference cheskin 1954 p 43

however color should be tested independent of any

of these variables testing for more than one element at a

time gives no specific information about any and therefore
doesntdoest help in accepting or rejecting a color image or
pattern

there are those who think the way to find out what a

persons color preferences are is to ask him this can be

disastrous cheikincheakincheakinpeakincheskinearineskinCh 1954 p 46

A study on color preference was made by william
simon of long island university involving 490 undergraduates

po 43o430

pe
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they were requested to write down the name of a color the

color blue was by far the most frequently writtenwr sexittem
differences were also found with men preferring blue and

women preferring red simon 1971 ppap 3733743733740373

another

374

test made at a los angeles veterans
hospitalhospitalphospitals administered to fiftyfivefifty femalefive and fiftyfivefifty
male

five
college studentsstudent showed that females preferred brighter

colors liked green less and preferred violet more anxiety
was associated with the liking of yellow in females and a

dislike for green in females and blue in males spiegelSpie

1971

gelp

ppap 318321318

individual

321

color preferences change often with the

trends of the day but both women and men seem to prefer
red

legibilityleqibility powerpover of color
although language is the meanemeansmean03 of daily communic-

ation it does not have maximum effectiveness in transmit-
ting a message language conveys only part of an idea

that is why in magazine design art and color are used for
reinforcing language

magazines are printed in black ink on white paper

because it is the most legible and also the most neutral
and can therefore serve many ideas and moods if an

article has a central idea or feeling color can be used

effectively in supporting the printed word

type faces can be enriched with colorcolorfcoloff if used

properly they add strength to the printed message they

1971s

prefer

ke alitilit ersib ngowzgow
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can also make the page more attractive alive interesting
easy to look at and also have excellent readability

color is not only for getting interest but holding

attention cheskinCh 195419549eskins ppap 515351

using

53

color indiscriminately however brings

results often voreeworsevorseworee than using black ink only

the legibility power of every color is increased by

adding black if a message requires orange green or

purple for symbolic or psychological reasons adding black

in proper amounts can help them to be used however 9 for

titles and captions pure color can effectively be used

in order of their effectiveness the legibility hues are

blue violet blue blue greengreenpgreens magenta and greengreemgreeb red

orangeoranges orange and yellow have low legibility cheskinChes

195419549

kinso

ppap 51535153051

A

53

test was run by tulane university on a group of

twentyfourtwenty malesfour and twentyfourtwenty femalesfour in the fourth

fifth and eighth grades to see the function of letter color
at various age levels in administering the test all
letters were black or one to three letters were red when

all letters were blacksblack letters in the first and last
positions werevere used as functional stimuli 90 when the red

letters were included students tended to use them as func-

tional stimuli regardless of their position rabinowitz and

mcclinton 1971 ppo 364 therefore it would be valid to

assume that kickers captions important headings and

initial letters in magazine layout would be better used in

tfunc

4

wereusedwereused
usethemusethem
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red or at any rate a color different from the body for
emphasis and as a point of stimulus

typography

factors contributing to legibility or readability
are 1 style of the type face 2 type size 3 type

boldness 4 leading and 5 length of line cheskin

195419540 ppe 5555o550
the influence of type face variables angular vs

curved bold vs lightlights simple vs ornate serif vs sans

serif on judgments of emotional meaning was studied in

forty college students at yale university in addition to

specific conclusionsconclusion for each mood it was found that moods

such as sprightly sparkling dreamy and soaring tend to be

matched to curved light ornate and perhaps sansserifsans

type
serif

while moods such as sad dignified and dramatic are

matched to angularang boldboldtboidulars and perhaps serif type kastl and

child 1968 apoppppo 4404464404460440 4460
mclean

446

feels that the first choice in text faces for
publication use is between roman and sans serif sans serif
letters are robust clean and simple by nature which leaves

less to go wrong making them more versatile and better able
to stand up to mouldinmouldingmouldingg stereotyping and all kinds of
printing on all types of surfaces san serif will stay

legible longer on a run than other faces some feeleel howeverp howe

that

vergverp

san serif may be less legible on long passages than
roman legibility here is subjective it depends on many

contributing

faces

face

s

childs1968p

f
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variables such as eyes reading habits educationseducationeducationp lighting
and the quality of ink presswork and paper what one

person andsfindsinds easy to read another may findind difficultdifdlf
ten

f
and

icultscult
twelve point type with proper leading are

usually best for long copy for colored inks larger type is
better lengthy material in extra bold type does not have

good legibility in black ink the wide black areas absorb

light and hinder readability boldface type works better in

color than does a narrow face
twopointtwo leadingpoint is minimum for favorable legibi-

lity three point is best ten point type has greatest
readability when set on fifteenristeen pica lines the larger the
type sizes the longer can be the line cheskin 1954

ppap 555655

type

56

is easier to read if ifs set closely and

evenly ideally the space between words should be the
width of the letter i just enough to show that there is
a space when type is justified spacing between words

cat be completely consistent printers should be more

willing to break words to achieve closeloseiose spacing
some designers prefer unjustified setting in narrow

columns spacing between words can be completely even with

this methodmethodfmethode and wordvord breaking can be eliminated unjusti-
fied columnscolumn particularly in narrow settings is logical
and probably it is mainly convention that keeps it from

being used car magazine is set entirely in unjustified
sans serif universuniversoUn lightivers 89 pt its even setting is as

f f
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readabil
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easy to read as larger type that has been poorly set it is
possible that for the number of words per inchincho car has the

best possible legibility to get the same number of words

into the same space using a serifedserifem face a smaller type

size would be needed

the designer has the problem of getting a certain
number of words into a certain space not the idealidealpideala which

is how many words are best in a given space

san serif type needs leading to be legible because

of its evenness of color it becomes monotonous if not broken

up by short lines such as conversation other ways to

break up the type are by the use of subheadingssubheadingspheadingssubheadingsub illus-
trations kickers and decorative initials mclean 1969

ppap 326328326

youth

328

are generally non readersreadersf and long or heavy

articles are particularly forbidding the need for breaking

up the type and lightening the heavy is even greater for
them

SUMMARY

the segments that must be considered in designing a

magazine are logo or title covercovertcovers page layout and

typography

logo

legibilityotlegibility is not the first requirement of a

magazinesmagazin titleatsetsass on a cover it is a repeating symbol like
a trademark it must be characteristic easily recognizable

heavy

trademarkit

trations

sp
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and attractive and for the new era it must also be of a

youthful style

covercoyer

the cover masemastmustmuse be in keeping with the contents of

the magazine but not necessarily be a repeat of whats
inside A magazine must compete with everything in its
surroundings therefore it9 must use more attentionarrestingattention
elements

arresting
than the contents committees usually kill out-

standing designs in favor of mediocre ones because commi-

ttees tend to play it safe A bit of the unusual or

unfamiliar are desirable in a covercovers but the designer must

always be aware of the needs and interests of his readership

or he will cease to communicate

layout

the success of every layout can be measured in the
way it serves the editorial purpose the magazine must be

designed as a whole to have internal consistency and must

have variety to keep the readersread interesterveerts even beautiful
designs can be sterile and fail to appeal to the average

reader good magazines are never static and especially
those dealing with youth color is one of the most impo-
rtant elements of magazine design particularly for youth

youth are oriented toward color while adults become

increasingly shape and form conscious color is morethanmor

an

ethan

eyecatchereye orcatcher it is a psychological

tool when it is pertinent to the subject of the message

what s

magazinelne

L ut

attention getter
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advertisers who distribute products nationally use fullcolorfullullfuliuli
ads

color

for one reason color ads bring greater retiymretqxm for
those who advertise in reader s digest g a onepagesone pagepages full
color ad costing 6176500 is profitable the problem is
knowing how to use color to achieve the best results in

order to do this the magazine designer must have a working

understanding of 1 visibility power of color 2 retention
power of color 3 color symbolism 4 legibility power of

color and 5 color preference

mograptypographymogray
factors contributing boto the legibility of the type

are 1 style of the type face 2 type size 3 type

boldness 4 leading and 5 length of line
A sans serifserlsseris type facesace is clean simple versatile

and modernmodem and is therefore best suited for a youth mag-

azine type sizeeizebize can be smaller if line lengths are unjusti-
fied bold type faces are not good used in blacks the

black absorbs too much light and makes them difficult to

read two or three point leading is best and line length

is determined by the size of the type the larger the type

the longer the line

advertisersbisers f

reasoncolor
readers

u se

faces

serif face
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chapter 3 M

interviews

interviews were conducted with 1 ralph reynolds

designer of the new era 2 daniel H ludlow doyle L

greengreenygreens and john carrcarrycarrs members of the new era advisory

committeecommittees 3 judith downs assistant editor collegiate
challengechall2pc and 4 kenneth wolgemuth production managermanagers 9

campus life

INTERVIEW WITH RALPH REYNOLDS DESIGNER
OF THE NEW ERA

abstracted from a thirtyfivethirty pagefive interview
Q what chancchangespealpeaipesl diddidi yoyouunmakemake when youyqu started cprwprk

ing with the jje0

measure the success of
your effort

reynolds when the first issue came out with our

new design the editors started getting compliments from

people all over so they knew they hadnt taken a bad step

32

colleglate

lep

improvement era inxn 1950j

reynolds we6 used new type faces new columncolumns new

marqinsmarginsfmarginsmargimargl newnSf type sizes and new cropping of photographs

the editors had been just petrified at wasting any white

spacedspacejspace you couldntcouldcoulecouie havenot pasted a postage stamp in the whole

magazinemaoazinemarazine without its touching something

Q how 210 ygggji yo

1950

do you feel can

overt

st

maoazine
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and there are those who thought we had gone crazy I1 don

think they used psychedelicpsyche indelics those days butbat if it had

been aroundarounds they would have used it because it describes
everything people dont like

subscriptions immediately went up when I1 started
with the magazine they were just over a hundred thousand

subscriptions and in two years they were up to two hundred

and fifty thousand and kept growing steadily so people

generally approved of what was being changed

Q what kind of feedback biyefiyetiyethye nuyou gotten howhor hashae

the art helped build testimoniestesU
reynoldreynolds

monies

when I1 was on the stake high councilcouncilrcouncilecounci welr
had a returned missionary report to us he had no idea I1

was working on the improvement era he told a story about

a doctor and his whole family who had been converted to the

church just because the wife happened to see a copy of the

imgroyementimorovementimprovement era in someonessomeone office and read some and became

interested she found out where she could get the magazine

and subscribed and then her husband became interested she

and her husband and all their children were baptized into the
church

I1 had been in a depressed mood about working on the
magazine and I1 remember late that night going home and

telling my wife about it I1 wept it touched me so I1 felt
that this was the answer about whether I1 was doing what I1

ought to do

I1 had wondered whether it was that much of a

QO have

so

familywho
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uchuth
Rreynoldseynolds with youth it changes from year to year

you have to keep up with these changes because the young

people are aware of whatswhates going on in the design world

they see it in national magazines in posters and brochures

afiyfi
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contribution I1 had been eager to do all types of work

naturally doing this magazine cut way down on the other
work

J do yo feel yghad the nig s feed-

back on and why can you tracetrac
scale

it
of

backbacr

the

to

jrt
color

or

or the

HK at successful
with youchyouth

Q u had

backon
art something tthat

reynolds

made

we4

it
started

more

cropping

readable
pictures differently

occasionally we would just show a face and not clear down

to his necktiesnecktie and sometimes we would crop right up to a

chin or shave off part of the ears or the top of the head

there is a lot of interest and excitement when people arent
used to it

we used more exciting colors close harmoniesharmo duoniess
conestoneshonestoness straight line screens 9 steel engraving screens and

line conversions

there were things that I1 would have liked to have

done that we didnt do for another five years it would have

been too big a step and would have shocked people rather than

pleasing them we werent out to shock people we wanted to

make the magazinemagazin attractive to them so they would like it
subscribe to it read it and enjoy it

Q what kinds of illustrationsillustrate are most

somekhinginQ

6

art
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in advertisingadvertis oningsingv TV in movie titles and most every-

where they know whats popular and in style one of the
things a person who isntisnobisno still young has to guard against

in trying to art direct a magazine for young people is falli-
ng into the pitfall of thinking that this modern stuff
isnt anything that it doesnt compare with what we used to

do and then not making an attempt to keep it modern you

have to keep your thinking young enough to appreciate what

theyre doing even if the trend moves off in a direction
you dont particularly like usually its just a repeat

iteeitsitesltee a repeat of something a few years back these things go

in cycles im not one for keeping up with all the latest
fads in design with the magazinemagazin but to a certain extent
youve got to or youll lose the interest of the young

people

9.9 what is the singlesingie most jlrngor tant element of
ddesignesignbesign that reaches you th

reynolds my guess is that color might be it
9 what role does jlayouthave in makingmakins an article

more readable not merely more pleasing

reynoldsbreynoldsn in addition to the illustrated matter
being interesting and pulling people in you must arrange

titletitlestitie and type in such a way that it looks readable having

columns of type too cut up or arranged in nonconsecutivenonlowconsecutiveconsecutivenon

arrangement makes it look as though it would be difficult to

read itsitts also very important to keep the columns of type

and the titles in logical places
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the really important thing about an article istisntlent
whether yove done a terrific job of illustrating it ik s

whether you get people to read it or not because thatethatsthaes the

whole purpose of your illustration so itsitts important that
you arrange the elements in a simple enough arrangement that
they look easy and inviting

ayqy discuss the elements and eriprierl design and

what ways

itts

incivles of

part
reynolds balance is very important A double

spread of a magazine is the same as a painting or drawing

I1 always think of it as a unit even if losifsios the ending of
one article and the beginning of a new one

color occasionally illlillii pick up one of our issues
from several months back and realize that we really didndian

choose the colors carefully they aretarent interesting and

appealing they may be garish looking now that rveiovelove seen them

fresh you get so close to things that sometimes you lose
your direction

you need to get up and walk around the block once in
a while it has to do with sticking at one thing too longi

work on another article and also criticize each others work

more it helps to have the views of one who hasthasnt been

working on a certain project
cypeye9ypere rathpatheath is very important you can lead a per-

sons eye off the edge of the magazine with no way of getting
back on control the path that the eyes follow and bring the
reader back to the center of interest the most obvious way

it s
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of doing this is by having the title right by the beginning

of the article but you dontdonot always want to do that A big

initial letter dotsdotydott or a small logo are often used at the
beginning of an article to get the reader started there

you may have a very wonderful article a wonderful

design and illustrationsillustration but the reader gets lost before he

finds the beginning of the article andy consequently he

doesnt read it I1 have thumbed quite quickly through a

magazinemagazinmagazines and suddenly I1 find myself halfway through an

article I1 didnttdidnt realize I1 had started reading it
usuallyUsual thelyplys thing that got me started was the interesting
visual conceptconcepconcepts

and

r editionetition

ded frty shadesshapesahmes isis needednee fromom one article to

the next to get a nice change of pace so people dontdonot become

weary it is possiblepossibleto to get quite tired of looking through

a magazine if there lentisnt enough change of pace to achieve

thiesthisthiethlethiep change of colorcolors change of column widths and change

of arrangement of columns are also needed

different type sizes give a feeling of varietvarietyvarlet of
textures different screens on photographs and variety in

illustrations give a different textural feel also

tf but also the design got you to the point

where the article begins
A repetition of shareeshapesshares isis important when an article

is six or eight pages long so that the pages seem similar
enough for people to recognize that those six or eight pages

belong together
good variety of

eg

possibleto
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types in getting and holding readershipreadershrea

reynolds

dersh

kickers are a quick way of telling people

what the article is aboutabouts so they can decide if they want

to read it it is important to keep them brief enough that
a person is kept a little bit in suspense

captions are important because many readers read a

magazine first by going through and looking at the pictures
and reading the captions thenthens if they have time they will
go back and choose an article to read

Q are the illuallustrationsrationsstratiotsst an integral paetpaytrayt of the

article can you readreades the pictures or how do the

lilustratiotsstrationsrationsst function

reynolds there are two main types of illustratiossillustratiosiillustrations
a literal illustration of an element of the story or the
same concept as the story illustrated in an entirely differ-
ent way than the author has done

Q why do you use chethe type styles that are in
the new era

reynolds helvetica is used for the body and for
most of the titles because it is modern cleanclea and youthful
looking it has less warmth than some others it is imper-

sonal and sterile and cold and I1 object to all thacthat but I1

donsdotdontdoc know of a type face that is more personal and warm and

also has the clean contemporary modern feel that helvetica
has

difdlf fer

cannoucanyou couresctures
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how jiqportantreant are kickerrickeri ant kick t ionlonsg

e nds inq a
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Q why doyoudodou use thelogo style you do

reynolds I1 could say about the logo what I1 said

about the type face there is also an interest in design

there with lines that continue from one letter to another
and from one word to another it makes an interesting
design

9.9 what difference does the paper quality make

reynolds we are a magazine representing the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday doing something

that is really a significant contributioncontri andbutiong we put it out

on such cheap paper then take a magazine like playboyplayko and

some of the others that have a very base content and appeal 9

and they print on only the very richestriches paper they get

beautiful reproductions using the best printers in the world

and the best paper they can get their reproduction is
magnificent compared withwitvithvit ours which is really quite
amateurish

20 to what extent do the tiniesdictate the art
being usedusearisear

reynolds styles change fast enough that even

within a years time something that might be appropriate

right now probably wouldtwouldnotwouldntwould benot used a year from now

INTERVIEW WITH DANIEL H LUDLOW
DOYLE L GREENgreenp AND JOHN CARR

MEMBERS OF THE NEW ERA
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

abstracted from a nineteenpagenineteen interviewpage

Q what is the purpose of the new

d0 u the logo1090
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offoofft youre not going to teach
greengreemgreeh would you say the same thing is true about

art
ludlow I1 think these things all teach
carr As ive looked at the new eraeraiarai 1I find it very

hard to relate to 9 and imlomism quick to eaysaysays wellwellsweliweilwelioweilo brother that
just proves how old you are how do the kids look at it
now it may be teaching something that im not familiar with

and I1 have to leave that to the expertseq butperts it has to be

consistent with what is appropriate in good taste and

reflects the highest ideals of latterdaylatter saintday standards
green one of the brethren the other day said

evsets

40

ludlow the purpose of the new erabrabrtert magazinemagaz isinelne boto

build faith and testimony in the youth of the church concern-

ing 1 the divinity of jesus christ and 2 the authenticity
of the restored church inspiring people to live a good

moral life is not enough other magazines do this included

in the magazinemagazinetsmagazinmagazines purpose would be to build faith and confi-

dence in the leadership of the church youth need to feel an

identity to the church in a comfortable way this is a sub-

topic howeverhowehove 9versverp to achieving the ultimate purpose

p how best can the adxdaaseas and ideals be c to

youth

ladlow there are two absolutely important things

in education firsts you cannot teach what you do not knowknowsknovs

and secondsecondfseconda you begin with people where they are youve

got to speak in the language of youth so they can accept it
if you turn them off

ingl

ideas conveyed

too
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whatt9what these brethren have to leamlearn he was talking about the
general authorities is that the same thing that appeals to

youth wont appeal to them

ludlow this is one of the great problems that we

have trying to make it acceptable to the general authori-

ties acceptable to parents and yet also acceptable to

young people

I1 think in the church we have to avoid the extreme

of the pendulum swingswings and I1 dont think we ought to feel
that in magazines we have to be in the forefront of any-

thing writing stylestyles art style or anything else I1 think

tried and true is the position we should take if werewetreverevetre
going to make an error its got to be toward conservatism

rather than toward something like creativity

letsletoleti use the example of the hair style I1 really
doubt that historicallystoricallysterically you could say that any boy whose

hair comes to his shoulders is more or less moralmorai than a

person whose hair does not but in our society for a while

at least this became a symbol a sign of something the

association the savior says t avoidssavoidavold even the appearance of
evilevilteevilee and therefore some of the artwork may not be wrong

in and of itself but what is the total impact

if in eating meat I1 offend my friendfriends I1 shall not

eat meat A couple of years ago we had a chart made for a

youth program the brethren objected to it because of the

color and the arrangement to me it wasnt worth the price

it wasnt worth losing the support of the brethren in order

don t

thingwriting
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to appeal to youth in this particular situation
green I1 think the question is cant you appeal

in another way just as well
pQ how important is color
green contrasticontrast I1 think one of the things a

magazine needs is contrast if you had no color in a

magazine that is one thing but if you have no black and

white it is something else it is a wise use of both

ludlow color adds to the interest without question

I1 know idiodlodivd prefer to look at something chacthatchahkhatibthatisis broken up by

color
Q has youth feedback come to you

ladlow I1 have three teenagersteenage a twelveyearoldstwelve oidsoldsoldo

a

year

thirteen
oldoid

year old and a seventeen year old our twelve

and thirteenyearoldsyear dontoidsoldsoide feel like theyve got a magazine

in the church I1 really dont think weve hit that age

group our seventeenyearold relates very well to the
new erabra she tends to see things that I1 dontdonot see and she

likes it and I1 dont for examplesexample I1 showed her your

christmas cover of christ I1 bidnedidntdidne like this because to me

christ is not a really beautiful character there imism not

talking about beauty imism talking about strength and quality
and determination and things of that type theres tooboo much

sorrow and grief and defeatism in his facefacetfaces I1 think and yet

I1 asked her what she thought and she thought it was great

she baidsaidbald thatsthatthate exactlys what weve been talking about in
seminary you knobyknovy we make christmas so light and so

is

somethingthatis
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Qg what do you like about the maciazinemacimacl whatazine

dondontdons t you7 likeuu

carr theretheretstheres s one observation that I1 might make and

thaesthafsthatochato that you have a lot of variety and interest in sub

ejectsjectsjectst in brevity in artwork and in color As I1 go through

it I1 get the feeling that youre trying to get as many as

you can and thasthatschats good

INTERVIEW WITH JUDITH DOWNS ASSISTANT
EDITOR OF collegiate CHALLENGE

Q what changes d id you make when you started
working with this qazinemagazine

there have been some transitions in individual
approach from the inception of our magazine originally it
was a sixteen page twocolortwotvo magazinecolor with miniphotosmini ofphotos

schools and campus scenes and peopleeoplescoples but very little illus-
tration or artistic photography we went from there to a

more modernmodem layout still utilizing twocolor photos to

finally removing the pictures of colleges and with the addi-

tion of some artistic talent to our staff we added a great

sousuu
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frivolous and so on our seminarybainsein teacherinary is trying to tell
asus that this thing that christ did for us is pain and sorrow

and suffering andaand0and991ando she saidsaldsaidosaldo thaesthafsvothatts what it relates to
so rveiovelove had mixed feedback on that thing in the new erabra

rve had a couple of people ask recently about the era

why do they have to put all of this type of artwork in the
new cratyeratyera19 and yet some of the young people themselves relate
to it
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deal more art and good photography currentlyCurrent welyslyp are
writing a book or magazine with a wide variety of illus-
tration and photography from very modern and pop art to

painting to cartoon illustration to trick photography any-

thing that we can use to gain the readers attention and

draw him into the magazine

the art has played a very important role in ouroar

magazine since we are going to college students specifi-
cally the nonchristiannon collegechristian student it is very impo-

rtant that we draw them into the articlearticlesarticie many of them will
not be interested in reading an article with a spiritual
message at the onsetsonset but good illustration seems to draw

them in they seem very much to appreciate the color and

the good art
Q how do you feel you can measure the success of

your effort
one of our most successful things weve done was a

cover that had a skiersurfskiersurferskierskler viewsurfersurf wither a split photo of a

skier on top and a surfer on the bottom

Q what kind of feedback have youyog gottenq

one

en

article
ott

that we had quite a bit of feedback on

which we did some time ago was a photo feature that we

called whatever happened to man it really started with

the covercovers which had a couple spraypaintedspray silverpainted we have

had many comments on that it drew a number of people in to

read it and the art and photos for the rest of that feature
were also good at pulling another photo that has been very

6studentouit

u

surfer
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it seems that in reaching young peoplepeoplpeohl the powerful-

ness of the message that your illustration or photograph or
design convey is extremely important color seems also to be

important to them

Q whatjwhat role does layout have in making an article
more readablereadaL not merely moyepleasingmoermokrmoyebokr

personallyPersonal I1lyslyp think the layout plays an important

role in making an article more readable the design should

carry the readerreaders eyes to the copy it should break up the
copy so it is in easy readable portions it should leave

the reader hanging from one page to the next so he wants to
go on unfortunatelyUnfortunate I1lyplyt feel that often our artists are
more interested in the artistic design of their layout of an

article than in the readability of that article

bistbIgg
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successfsuccessful was used just recently we had a photo taken

looking out of a grave with the mourners all up and around

looking into the grave we used it for an article entitled
are9are you afraid to diedle

Q whatkinds of illustrations are most successful
with youth

we have found many kinds of illustrations to be suc-

cessful one of the most current is the cartoon either a

cartoon charactercharacters or an actual comic book type of illustra-
tion we alsoaiso indfind moody photos with a strong powerful

message very effective
9 what is the most importantimorinorlnor elementtant of design

that reachesseokches

al so f
messagevery
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we feel that it is very important to use vogue print

or what we call teasers on an article for two reasonreasonsireasonstrea tosonetsonst

break the article up so that there is not so much solid copy 9

and also to give the reader a list of whaswhates in there and

stimulate his curiosity we do these through large captions

and sentences that we pull out of the article and then

through subheadingssub throughoutadingsheadingsakings the article
9 are the illustrations an integral gartjof

rtantreant are kickerpjkicker cpj tionseions and boldboid

erint in ettinggrttinq

46

py how importantareimportant

printingetting and holding readerahirreaderreadershreaderehdersh

the

articiearticle can you

subhe
t 0f12 ar

u readre theadv picturesRic rtures howhov do kheytheyuhey func-

tion
ouroar illustrations generally have been an integral

part of our articles they have specifically illustrated
the articles and tried totooubo convey some of the message that
the articles have we are finding that this is not always

necessary nor desirable in some articles we are using the

illustration merely to illustrate one point in the article
or to create a curiosity about the articlearticlesarticie but not to always

convey the meaning that the article is trying to get across
we make no changes for geographic area our audience

is the entire united states we do have some international
readership but that is very minor

with a few exceptions the main consideration in
placement of articles is the use of color pages we do

include the four spiritual laws which is our basic gospel

messagemessages on the inside back cover and preceding page to make

printing

si
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it always easy to find for our staff who use the magazine

as an evangelistic tool sometimes it is also important

that some articles be nearer the front and some toward the

end we will generally place our photo feature in the first
section for two reasons this is a color section and also

this is easy to read and will draw the reader into the

entire magazinemagaz ourinee testimony section usually follows that
mainly because thats the black and white section if we do

not have a photo feature we will put our key article which

is the main subject of that issue at the first or in the

center spread but our color layout determines mainly the

placement of articles
fi use the tyeetypeyansgans styles that are in the

magazine why the

antimport

f

vou

maqazine logo
we feel that the type style we use optima is very

modern and clean and refreshing we feel our logo is a

type facerace that is popular now and that seems to have some

depth to it which is appropriate for the name collegiate
challenge our cover is identifiable each month only by the
logo we make it often very different and depend on the logo

to keep it identifiable our cover usually conveys som-
ething of the main message that we are trying to get across

in that issue of the magazine the logo is also in the same

placeplaces though it often comes in different colors we experi-
ment

experi-
ments occasionally in the design of our contents page we

indfindrind it is helpful just to let people know whaswhats in the
magazine and where to find it we feel that the design we

are using currently is more appealing and therefore fits

face
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in more with the rest of the magazine

fi what difference does parerpaperopermeer quaiqualgualshalitsualiticyitylcy kemakey

paper

ma

quality is important we wish we could afford
to use a slightly higher quality stock the printer makes a

great deal of difference in what the color looks likelikesilke how

well the magazine falls togethergethersto and whether our read

lacrossesacrosses are lined up or nocnot and whether our binding is
good so that we dotdonst get a lot of page run overs from back

to front
apqp to jhatahat extent do the times the art

being used

the current times are very important in our choice

of art being used we try to keep up with what is currentscurrentcurren

what

tp

is popular what is effective and use that though we

useune a great deal of variety we try to adapt it to what young

people are liking

INTERVIEW WITH KENNETH WOLGEMUTH
production MANAGERMAN CAMPUSAGERt LIFE

abstracted from a ninepagenine interviewpage

Q what can you trace the success of yourzourzgur

illustrations to
an opening spread of a major editorial article

averages 60 or 70 percent art to editorial matter in our

magazine white space is important to us

ay9y what problems are involved in selling the
magazinemagamagg

A

zine
major problem in selling the magazine comes from

10what dictate
beingused

from
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our being a wideinterestwide magazineinterest we are a youth magazine

and thereforethereforcftherefor mustmast appeal to both sexes to those inter-
ested in sports 9 in music in fashions and in other things

the trend today is toward special interest magazines

g what kinds of illustrations are most successfulguccessfal
with youth

probably the most successful illustrations we have

used have been photo layoutslayout photo montages or photos of a

single teen face
youth are so busy with involvements at school and

other places that you almost have to hit them over the head

to get them to read this is done by the good use of spacespaces

bright colors and contemporary styles the more dull gray

copy is broken up by photos white spacespaces and headings the
more students will read

Q what difference does the raperpaperrarerrmeremer galrfcynajce
paper quality is an interesting thing presently

we are using a fortyfiveforty poundfive wetcoatedwet papercoated it has a

good whitenesshit andeness we have found that we get much better
reproductions on this paper

theres nothing so disappointing as spending a lot
of time on an illustrationillustratio only to have it come back from

the press with a shoddy printing jobjobs poor registration
colors muddy and the blacks gray it makes the difference
between a mediocre magazine and a good magazine

spo 1 0 0restress
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SUMMARY

ralrhralphralr reynolds Dedesigneraignersigner
of jvleri1

when mr reynolds started working with the improveimproye

ment era in 1950 he used new type face and sizessizesy new

cropping of photographs new column and marginmargins sizes more

white space and more exciting colors there were those

conservative people who thought the magazine had gone crazy

but its growing subscription rate told them that people

generally approved mr reynolds also received feedback

that testimoniestesti weremonteamonlea being built as a direct result of the
magazine

there were things that he would have liked to have

done but didt for another five years because it would have

shocked the people if done that early he didnt want to

shock people he wanted to make the magazine attractive to

people so they would subscribe to it read it and enjoy it
the kinds of illustrations that are most successful

with youth change from year to year A designer has to keep

up with these changes because young people are aware of

whatswhas happening in the design worldworide contemporary designs

are all around them and they know what is popular and in
style one thing a person wilsvils designing a magazine for
young people has boto guard against is thinking the old styles
are better than contemporary style and making no attempt to

keep up with them if a magazine doest stay contemporary

it will lose the interest of the young people

h R ld debdes rgg i er
the newnev era
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peoplehas
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the single most important element that reaches

youthyouths as mr reynolds sees it 9 is probably color
the most important thing about an article isnt the

wonderful illustration it is whether people read it or not

so it is important to arrange the elements simply enough

that the article appears easy and inviting
we are a magazine representing the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday doing something that is really
a significant contribution and we put it out on such cheap

paper other magazines with base content and appeal print
on the finest paper and get beautiful reproductionsreproduction using the

best printers in the world their reproduction is magnifi-

cent while ours is quite amateurish t

daniel H ludloweladlpwjyludlowgludioLudloludig doyledoyiewg L geengreen
anda johncajd
newjbra

john
adyljry
carracarr&Caj

ctommij
bembemembe

the purpose of the new era magazine is to build faithaithfalthaichalch
and testimony in the youth of the church concerning 1 the
divinity of jesus christ and 2 the authenticity of the

restored church

in conveying these ideas to youchyouth firstsfirst you cannot

teach what you do not know and second youjq begin with

people where they are you must speak in the language of
youth or youll turn them off the same thing is true of

the art
As these men look at the new era i they find many

things very hard to relate to but their question wabwas how

do the kids look at it

rs of the
itnevnew era addisoadviso committee
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art has played a very important role in collegiate
challenge since it is going to college students specifi-
cally the nonchristiannon collegechristian student it is very impo-

rtant to draw them into an article the magazine is basi-
cally a missionary tool many will not be interested in
reading an article with a spiritual message at the onsetonsets

but good illustration seems to draw them in
they use a variety of illustrations one of the

most currently popular is the cartoon type color seems

also to be important to youth

layout plays an important role in making an article
more readable the design should carry the readerreaders eyes to

the copy it should break up the copy so it is in easy

readablefadablere portions it should leave the reader hanging from

vetrewetre

canscant
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one committee member cited a general authority as

sayingsaybay whatingsingv these brethren have to learn talking about

the other general authorities is that the same thing that
appeals to youth ewtwwt appeal to them

according to another of the committeecommitte if we re
going to make an error 9 imsifsittslus got to be toward conservatism

rather than toward something like creativity

it was felteltfeiteit by one that the twelve and thirteen
yearoldsyear dotdonotolds have a magazine in the church it was also

felteltseitselteit that the magazine is trying to get as many as it can

and that was interpreted as good to

judith downedownsdovwdown j assistant editoroffeoilate

appealeai s youth wonvon 9 t appealeai

f
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managergmanacfermanackermanageriManaManacmanao caillecaglleCaglerfergerg

wlifeLleC

aguscguscm2uscrue lifelicellee uses 60 to 70 percent art to editorial
matter for opening spreads of their articles and white space

is important to them photographs are their most important

illustrationsillustration
youth are so involved they must be hitshit over the

head to get them to readreadereads they do this by the good use of
spacespaces bright colors and contemporary styles

alvusanvus
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one page to the next so he wants to go on

collegiateCollesi challengechallchalichailate tries to keep up with what is
current popular and effective and use that it uses a

great deal of variety and tries to adapt it to what young

people are liking

kenneth wolgemuth

so
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matter preferences they were asked which article they would

like to read and then why they chose that article the
overwhelming majority said they had chosen the article
because of subject according to cheskin people9 dont know

why they prefer and choose what they buy and read but this
test indicates why the students feel they chose the articles
that they did from those that follow the articles were

54

chapter 4

presentation AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

the data presented and analyzed in this chapter

consist of three pilot studies and one final test

PILOT STUDY 1

the pilot study administered to 150 seminary stu-

dents between the ages of fifteen and seventeen years at
skyline high school in salt lake city employed a directttdirect

testing approach the author has reservations about this
method of testing but for the purposes of this survey it
helped to establish trends of youth preference every tenth
test was scored to arrive at a sampling of the youth tested
for a total of sixteen eight boys and eight girls an

additional sixteen were scored and it was found that the

results coincided rather closely
the test seems to indicate the studenstudents

sixteen

don tt

tt
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selected from boys life 9 seventeenseventeentseventeenth campus life and the
neynewneenev erabra these magazines were selected because they are all
youth magazines the articles were chosen because they

seemed to be a fair sampling of styles of illustrations and

photographs and of color and black and white

table I11 points out the first preference reading
responses of the youth tested those listed are the most

preferred articles
boys appear to favor sports and outdoor articles that

reinforce their masculine image girls prefer beauty and

fashionashionachion articles reinforcing their idealized beauty image

table
0

2 shows articles most preferred because of art
there was a strong tendency towards choosing full color and

particularly fullcolorfullullfuliuil photographscolor and large sizesiz large
scale photos and art the students also tended toward art
that is humoroushumorou or poetic the large format magazines such

a seventeen and baysbpys

from 10

it

preferred

favor

prefer

f y

f ev I1arge

s

as s life also appear to be more popular

this could be attributed to the much greater visual impact

produced by the large size photographs and illustrations
made possible because of the large format see the appendix

for full details of the study

PILOT STUDY 2

the questionnaire was given to a class of twentytwotwenty

sophomores

two

at skyline seminary it revealed their reading

habits and color preferences the sampling size was small

but using seminary students those studying religion it wasseminarystudents
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tabletabie 1

reading preference

articlearticie

survival
can science save
the horldtworldsworldt

beauty notebook

love song

dotdontt try for
the tyee

livingilliving dangerously

make

to

it natural

subject

survival

science
beauty

love

fishing
danger

girls
fashion

first 16
tested

5

6

6

7

5

5

4

second 16
tested

7

7

5

7

4

5

4

see the appendix for photographs of the above

99
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tabletabitabie 2e

art preference

article

mr nice on ice
among the cavajosnavajosnavajostNava

can

jobjosJost

science save
the world

love

fullfallfuli

song

color

make

cartoon

it
full

naturalNatu full

dontdonitdon

ralfsralffraiss

full
tryit

full

for

medium

the

color

tyee

color

cover

color

of

color

seventeen
color

full

color

full

a

photo

photo

photo

photo

art
photo

subject

hockey

young people

science

sunset
pretty girls
fashion

fishing
girls
fashion

lat 16
tested

4

8

13

9

2

8

7

2nd if16
tested

6

4

13

12

8

5

9

i

3 large photos

2page2 spreadpage
format 20 x 13

1231 pages23
1231 pages23
2page2 spreadpage

1231 pages23
single large
figure

see the appendix for photographs of the above

of

ln
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sotsol the reverse was true of

reading the new era eight everneveroneveranever read the new eraeraeerad

sixteen out of twentytwotwenty twotvo students listed other
magazines read of the sixteen seven read at least one

sports magazine and six read at least one fashion magazine

stortssportsftorts illustrated and seventeen were the most frequently

read magazines with four reading each following is a list
of classifications of magazines and the number who read at
least one from each group

magazinemaa classificationazine number

humor 1

technical 1

religion 1

general interest 5

housekeeping 5

news 6

fashion 6

sports 7

the majority of the boys pick up the new era only

once less than fifteen minutes or never of the girls
the majority read it fifteen to thirty minutes

58

hoped that a fair samplingsailing of the reading habits and color
preferences of LDS youth might be obtained the question-

naire was modeled after testing conducted by seventeen

magazine published in whats right and wrong with america

thirteen to fourteen students read school texts
newspapers the new era 9 and other magazines sometimes

nine read school texts alwayalways

5 8

R t

p icklck

on

alvay
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onions

onsont do you believe it is hard to get

both sides of an important issue from

av4v

ae9e
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in forming opinions about serious social and

religious issues 9 the students relied in the following

order on

1 parents

2 religious advisers
3 friends
4 newspapers

5 television
6 teachers
7 new era
8 books

9 other magazines

in the survey taken by seventeen of 200029000 youth

friends are listed first parents second and religious
advisers are at the bottom of the list newspapers and

television with their condensed mosaics of information that
draw the reader or listener in are listed on both surveys

before magazines

the order of preference for the survey was arrived at
by assigning a value to each of the numbers they areares

15015091 509 2252 25v50 310325 loo 47410 47979 5595557 5595.59 6365 63030 7273 72929 8108182 8108.10 geos90940091 940o

on

0

the questionquestiquestions

the responses easiest
to most difficult wereweresvereveres a

1 parents

2 books

3 friends
4 teachers

20

30

80

listedon
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5 other magazines

6 new era
7 religious advisers
8 newspapers

9 television
parents thengthenthenscheng are easiest to get both sides of an issue
from new era is sixths and television is most difficult

the color preferences of the students tested are as

follows
1 blue
2 red

3 green yellow

4 purple
5 pink

the thepreferencespreferences were calculated by assigning each a number

as followerfolfoi 151lowas 2425 3334 4223 515 last1 year pink most

likely would not have made the preference list but this
year pink is a fashion color purple is on the comeback also

red and blue have most often appeared on preferred color

lists see the appendix for the study in its entirety

PILOT STUDY 3

the association type of test has been found by color

research institute to be the most effective technique for
revealing consumer or reader attitudes it is effective and

reliable because it gets the individualindividuals spontaneous reac-

tion and doesntdoesnot allow him to set up defense mechanisms

louis cheskin 1954 p 73

50

30

49

50

po

4- 29
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A group of twentyfivetwenty studentsivefivelve between the ages of

fourteen and twenty were tested in the provo oak hills first
ward MIA and a group of fifteen students between the ages

of twelve and eighteen in the salt lake eighteenth ward

were tested

design

ten abstract designs and ink blots were shown them

then they were asked for first impression responses indicat-
ing their reactions to color combinations of color shapes

sizes division of space and values in a pure form these

elements are some of the most important factors involved in
magazine design it was feltfeit therefore that it would be

beneficial to analyze the emotional responses of youth to

these elements in the hope that the knowledge gained from

the responses might be utilized to visually reinforce the

content of the subject matter and more closely harmonize the
visual and the written

there are those youth people who listed images

rather than emotionsemotion but for the purpose of this thesis
emotional and association responses will be considered and

images will only be mentioned when they contribute to the
emotional responses

the design in figure 1 was a study in contrast withwishvithvishvieh

contrasts of color value texture and space and size rela-
tionships the contrasts created as anticipated the feel-
ing of confusion and mess and of war fear envy ugliness
anger hate and sickness

messo

tionships

f

sv

an
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figure 1

study in contrast

in figure 2 several contrasting colors are used

but a harmony is produced by the blending of these intense
colors this design evoked responses such as happy invig-

orating beautiful wow intense and colorful intense
color is exciting and stimulating to the nervous system and

the blending of these produces an enjoyable visual sensation
the black large and outwardreachingoutward imagereaching in

figure 3 brought forth negative emotional responses such as

evil complacent despairdespairsdesp morbidairsairt gloomy sadness depres-

sion secretive sin and obsolete images were also
mentioned and some might be worthy of note because of the
negative connotations associated with them they were

tarantula beastsbeast mudmuds bat dark house shadow and satan
in figure 4 the design motif is small in proportion

to the large format of undisturbed white that brought forth
responses such as small coldcoidcolds lonely and quiet howeverHowe

the

versverp

warm red is advancing and hopeful influencing the body

9
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figure 2

harmony through gradation

figure 3

dark value study

63
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of the youth to respond with little but noticed insignifi-
cant but still struggling contained but happy loveiove a

heart with all loveiovelovee s emotions lovely and fireside in

winter had the color been blue rather than red the
response would have been lonely and cold without being

noticed and without showing love and warmth

figure 4

proportion size and scale

in figure 5 the light gray valuevalues weak by nature
evoked expected responses also the responses werewereswerebvereb

passive wishy washy foggy saintsfaintfaintssainto eerie mysterious

unreal illusion diluted clear and holy or a spirit
the responses the colors yellow orange and yellow

green in figure 6 received wereweresveres happy and gaygaysgayo bright
sunny fun month of june at an ice cream parlor morning

sun friendlyfriend lookinglyolysiyo through a misted window in spring
summersummers beautiful lovely peaceful and a walk in the park

loves

fung

suns
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figure 5

light value study

figure 6

bright harmonious colors

65
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perspervders greengreenchiveschives

vines foliage spring cloverclovers growing plants and weeds

with pods desire and coolness were also associated with

the color green

the repeating forms in figure 8 suggestsuggested trash
cans a brick wallvailwaiiwalivali grass trees bookebooks fencefences railroad

trackstracksf and a caterpillar
the repeating forms with one of a contrasting color

suggestedsuggest unique loneliness inferiority different a

person not conforming glad that there is a light in the

dark green cells mixed with one red and earthworm with an

inflamed colon

blue is a cool and retiring or shrinking color
responses to figure 9 wereweresvereveres coldcoldscoid winter cool refrigera-
tor icy ice blocks ski sky and referring to the
diminishing quality spacespaces shy sob calm still separate

and being confined

in figure 10 contrast in size and color of a long

narrow line of magenta between two large blocks of green and

yellowgreenyellow andgreen their space relationship denotes a squashed

feeling separatesseparate lonely two people separated by a

loo109

edteds

66

in figure 7 the line meanders and the responses to

this weres sleepy lazy summer daydaysdayo surenessunsurenessunpurenessun howeverHowehove

there

versverp

is a vitality to the swirling lines and splotches and

to the color green that gave the additional responses of no

carescaress gaygays fantasy running and light green is associ-

ated with growth and life and hence we gocsgottgots newnewsnewy alive
treetrees tree branchbranchy grass growing grasshoppergrasshop

oneof
eds

ands

oneff
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figure 7

line and movement

figure 8

repeating forms

67
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figure 9

the color blue

figure 10

contrast in size and color

68
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differencedifferences a pin between two cinder blocks at wymount

terraceterraces friendsfriendsallallaliail different sizes getting squished

between two fat people on an elevator worm stuck in a holeholeshoiehoies

overcrowdedness hopeless outoat of placeblaces standing out

helpless a wall between two houseshou divisionsesio between two

things two sides of life
the author concludes that there are definite

psychological and emotional effects induced by colorcolori
combinations thereofthere intensity and harmony of color by

size scale and proportion by value by line and shape

by repetition and contrast and by the dividing of space

cover

the youth were then asked to give a preference to

three sets of magazine covers as followsfollow
ie1 rectangular sectioned montague covers

eight choices
2 single photograph covers nine choices
3 illustrated covers five choices

tables 3 4 and 5 show youth preferences in these

three categories of magazine covers the december 1972

cover was most preferred the youth described it in the
following waywaytvay so beautiful and real to me realistic the

beauty of christeschrists atonement for me the second choice of

the respondents was the november 1972 cover it appealed to

them because it appeared ecologically undisturbed and

peaceful their third choice was september 1972 of the

ofo

ss

toblurrytoblurry horseshorsesphors asessesp they described it with real kidsblurry
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tabletabitabie 3

rectangular sectioned covers

magazine issue number of responses

january 1971

april 1971

may 1971

august 1971

october 1971

april 1972

september 1972197
no response

3

4

5

2

1

9

13

3

table 4

singlesingie photograph covers

magazine issue number of responses

may 1972

august 1972

october 1972

november 1972

january 1973

february 1973

april 1973

no response

4

6

1I
16

6

1

1

5

e

2

april1973
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like asus see the appendix for the complete study

tabletabietabi 5

illustrated covers

magazine issue number of responses

november 1971

february 1972

march 1972

june 1972

december 1972

3

2

2

7

21

FINAL TESTING

the indirect preference type of test has been found
to be a reliable technique for determining preference
in this kind of test the consumer reader makes the
choice without knowing that the choice is significant
in any way to any one but himself cheskineskinsCh 1954 p 72

the final testing for this thesis study employed this
method of indirect testing the test was administered to

nineteen students at cardon junior high seminary in salt
lake city to twentyseventwenty studentsseven of all grade levels at
west high seminary in salt lake city to a class of sixteen
juniors at east high seminary in salt lake city and to a

class of twentyonetwenty seniorsone at east high seminary in salt
lake city 3 for a total of eightythreeeighty respondentsthree

the students were shown five groups of layouts as

follows

9

e

s

f ive
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baseball article five choices
22. marriage articles six choices
3 articles about christ fourfoar choices
4 articles about family four choices
5 ecology articles four choices

students were told that they were to read one article from

each group they were told to write down the number of the

article from each group that they intended to read after
they had completed their selections they were informedinfo

that
nned

they would not actually be requiredberequired to read the arti-
cles the students then listed the reasons that they felt
they had chosen those articles

baseball
take me out to the games machine a fiction

article from the new era received the most preferences it
was chosen by thirtyfourthirty studentsfour most of the students

felt they had chosen that article because of the subject
matter because it was a fiction story see figure 11

marriagemarriagmarriaga

the

e

preferred article here was what wed do if we

had it to do over again see figure 12.12 the greatest
number said they chose this article because of the picture

it wasnt the typical marriage photograph one student
mentioned that he chose it because it didnt mention temple

marriage another student chose it because it was funny

close behind this article three preferences less

la

36

eachgroup

listedthe
be

listedthe

marriAg
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figure 11

take me out to the games machinemachinwmachinaMachinw

figure 12

what wed do if we had it to do over again

73

eaketake me out to thegamesthe machineGames
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was how todays bride and groom feather their nest it
was also preferred because of the picture and next because

the title was liked one student said he chose this one

because it was funny see figure 13.13

figure 13

how todays bride and groom feather their nest

christ
number one in this category was what would jesus

do it was chosen most because of subject next in

importance were picture and title see figure 14.14

birth of christ scored just five points behind

see figure 15.15 it was chosen first because of subject

next because of picture then title and last it was

pointed out that the article was short and this was a very

influencing factor

or

1am
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CHRISTCHRISFt4

birchbirth of christ

figure 14

what would jesus do

figure 15

i
i iysrtmg3
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onsont rated number one see figure 18.18

the reasons for the choice were first the pictures and

second the subject
A close second was what the scriptures say about

ecology

coutreyoutre

76

family

the high scoring article in this group was how to

get where you re going and enjoy the trip the greatest
number chose this article because of the picture followed

closely by those who chose it because of its subject
see figure 16

the next highest in popularity receiving eight

fewer preferences was families are meant to be forever
see figure 17 it was chosen first because of subject and

second because of the picture

ecology

manstomants dominionDomini

see figure 19.19ig the number one reason for this
choice was because it related to the scriptures they were

interested to know that the scriptures actually said som-
ething about ecology

just behind this article came the day god gave job

an ecology lesson from campus life see figure 20.20 this
article was chosen because of the subject and the title

in conclusion students chose the articles because

they were interested in the subject matter andor because

the photographs or illustrations were appealing to chemthemthewthek

several were chosen because they were humorous or unusual

or short they appeared interested in learning what the

closelybycloselyby
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figure 16

how to get where youre going and enjoy the trip

figure 17

families are meant to be foreverForeveeevev

77
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figure 18

mans dominion

figure 19

what the scriptures say about ecology

78

nion7niona

man s
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scriptures say about subjects that are vital to their lives
today they enjoy fiction and those articles written in

story form

figure 20

the day god gave job an ecology lesson

upon being questioned the students revealed that

the majority dontdonit read the message from the general

authorities and other articles with photographs of old

men those who do usually save it until last they do like

stories from the general authorities that deal with their
childhood they like to see pictures and read stories of

other youth in the church in other parts of the world

youth like to read the things that are crazy looking

of the nineteen juniors at east high sixteen sub-

scribe to the new erabra eleven out of sixteen read some of

it each month and two read all of it of the sixteen who

subscribe to the new eraeras six read the message eight read

questions and answers sixteen read MormoniMormonism sms thirteen

&

ss
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read fictionfictions two read poetry and seven read feedback

at west high eighteen out of twentyseven take the

new era seventeen out of eighteen read some of it each

month therefore one that subscribes does not read it
at all none read all of it of the seventeen that read

some of the new eraso seven read the message twelve read

questions and answersAns fifteenverstwerst read mormonismsmormonMormoni andI1 twelve

like stories best

twenty bevenseven
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chapter 5

SUMMARY conclusions AND recommendations

this chapter concludes the study it contains a

restatement of the purpose of the study a summary of the
procedures used the findings in brief and a list of
recommendations for future study and publication action

SUMMARYSUMMRY

the problem of this study is to determine what

elements are significant in creating a periodical for LDS

youth that will be competitive with the attractions of

other published materials currently available to youth

without sacrificing LDS standards

the study was concerned with the following areas
1 logo or titlestitlecitie 2 cover 3 page layout and 4 typo-

graphy

the study was limited to the new era magazine and

only the needs and interests of LDS youth were analyzed

only those elements directly related to periodical layout
were examined

three methods were employed inlin gathering batasdatas
1 a survey of related literature 2 interviews and

3 tests or surveys

three pilot studies were conducted one of these

81
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studies was presented to dr calvin taylorsTay architecturallorts
psychology class designing for peoplepeoples at the university of

utah for analysis the test was revised and administered

the data were collected and tabulated by hand computation

the data were put into frequency tables and analysis of the

data was written into the body of the thesis
the related literature revealed the followingsfollow

logo

legibilityoslegibilityOs

ingsingi

is not the first requirement of a

magazines title on a cover it is a repeating symbolsymbols lielikeilke
a trademark it must be characteristic easily recognizable

and attractive t and for the new era it must also be of a

youthful style

cover

the cover must be in keeping with the contents of

the magazine but not necessarily be a repeat of whatts

inside A magazine must compete with everything in its
surroundings therefore it must use more attentionarrestingattention
elements

arresting
than the contents committees usually kill out-

standing designs in favor of mediocre ones because committees

tend to play it saresafesafbaresarbar A bit of the unusual or unfamiliar are

desirable in a cover but the designer must always be aware

of the needs and interests of his readershipreader orshipp he will
cease to communicate

lamutlayout

the success of every layout can be measured in the

is

trademarkit

e

i0 n
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factors contributing to the legibility of the type

are 1 style of the type facesace 2 type sizesizes 3 type

boldness 4 leading and 5 length of line
A sans serif type face is clean simple versatile

and modern and is therefore best suited for a youth

magazine type size can be smaller if line lengths are

83

way it serves the editorial purpose the magazine mustmast be

designed as a whole to have internal consistency and must

have variety to keep the readerstrea interestderst even beautiful
designs can be sterile and fail to appeal to the average

reader good magazines are never static and especially
those dealing with youth color is one of the most impo-

rtant elements of magazine design particularly for youth

youth are oriented toward color while adults become

increasingly shape and form conscious color is more than

an eyecatchereye orcatcher it is a psychological

tool when it is pertinent to the subject of the message

advertisers who distribute products nationally use full
color ads for one reabonreason color ads bring greater return

for those who advertise in readersRead digestersserts a one page

fullcolorfallcolorfullfallfuli adcolor costing 61765006176500is is profitable the problem

is knowing how to use color to achieve the best results in

order to do this the magazine designer must have a working

understanding of 1 visibility power of color 2 retention
power of colorcolors 3 color symbolismsymbolisms 4 legibility power of

color and 5 color preference

attention getter

reasoncolor

the

faces

face

Iilipilype
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unjustified bold type faces are not good used in blacks

the black absorbs too much light and makes them difficult to

read two or three point leading is best and line length

is determined by the size of the type the larger the type

the longer the line

interviewsjnterviews
the summary of the interviews brought forth the

following informations

ralph reynolds designer of new era judy downs of

colcoi1eglate chal1engechallenaevchallengeChallena andev kenneth wolgemuth of campus life
feel this way about designing a magazine for youth exciting

colors and use of fullullfuliuli color large illustrations and photo-

graphs and lots of white space are extremely important

fresh new ways of approaching subjects and change of pace

or change of style are necessary in getting and holding

attention
contemporary styles of art and contemporary colors

must be used or youth will lose interest in reading

therefore the kinds of illustrations used must change from

year to year the cartoon style illustration is very good

with youth colorcolors however is probably the most important

element that reaches youth

the most important thing about an articlearticie istietletienlen thet
wonderful illustration it is whether youth read it or not

therefore it is important to arrange the elements simply

enoughenouch that the article appears easy and inviting the
article and layout should leave the reader hanging fromfrom

1

collegiate

f
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one page to the next so he wants to go on

good paper and printing quality are necessary and

basic to appealing to youth without these a magazine

appears amateurish and youth will be attracted to other
magazines that are of a higher quality but perhaps with a

base appeal

youth are so involved they must be hit over the

head to get them to read this is done by the good use of
space bright colors and contemporary styles

testing
the testing phase of the thesis indicated that boys

tend to favor articles about sports and the outdoorsoutdoor which

reinforce their masculine image girls prefer beauty and

fashion articlestarticles which reinforce their idealized beauty

image

youth are interested in articles on what the scrip-
tures say about subjects that are vital to their lives today

and they like stories from the general authorities that deal

with their childhood and youth however youth avoid long

articles they enjoy stories most and they also enjoy

humorous articles
in making art preferencepreferences youth tend toward full

color art and photographs they prefer large illustrations
and photographs and also large format magazines making larger
art and photographs possible they also enjoy art and

photographs that are humorous and poetic youth like stories
about LDS youth in other parts of the world

test

moats

sp

sp
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furtherfarther testing indicated that youth generally

arent heavy readers they read their school text most

while the new era newspapersnewspaper and other magazines fall into

the sometimestisometimes and the never categories in forming

opinions about serious social and religious issues LDS

youth rely most on their parents next on religious advisors

and the new era is near the bottom of the list of nine

in getting both sides of an important iesueissuelesue LDS youth find

it easiest to get both sides fromsrom parents the new era is
sixth in order of difficulty and religious advisors are

seventh
young peoples color preferences were blueblues redreds

green yellow purple and pink in that order color
preferences with youth change somewhat according to what

colors are currently popular

testing with abstract designs reveals that there
are definite psychological and emotional effects that are
induced by colorcolors combinations thereof intensity contrast
and harmony of color by eizesizebize scale and proportion by

value by line and shape by repetition and contrast and by

the division of space

tlethe new era magazine cover most preferred by youth

was the december 1972 cover of christ because it was so

beautiful and real to them and it showed the beauty of

christs atonement for them the second choice of youth

was the november 1972 cover it appealed to them because

it looked ecologically undisturbed and peaceful the third

from

bysize
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choice was the september 1972 cover of the blurry horbeshorses

as they described itsito with real kidekidskides like asus

the finalfinai testing confirmed youthyouthtsyouthes s preferences in

art and subject of the group of articles on baseballsbaseball
they chose a fiction articlesarticle take me out totooboobho the games

machine with a large illustration it was a line drawing

with lots of white and splashes of refreshing green and

yellows

of the marriage articles they preferred an article
with an unusual and large photograph in black and white

adding to the solemnity of the photos it was not of the
typical married couple and it had an unusual titletitie what

wed do if we had it to do over again As one put it it
didt mention temple marriage close behind this article
was howthow todays bride and groom feather their nest it is
a humorous title and the art is humorous the art is in

full color the colors are vividividavid and add to the feeling of

fun

the article on christ that was preferred had a very

large scale realistically rendered figure of christ with
arms outstretched and with eyes that penetrated the viewersviewer

so that he couldnotcoaldtcould escapenot the question the title what

would jesus do the background was an intense yellow

orange which as stated earlier has the greatest retention
power of any color birchbirthtbirth of christ scored next with a

one page fullfuli color closeupclose photographup of a field of
flowers the article was short and this wswesves an influenc-
ing factor

finattestingaltestingal preferencesreferenceseferenceeces

f

s

v

intenseyellow

hov
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the familyamily articlearticie most preferred was how to get

where youre going andenjoyand theEnjoy tripstripitriptohripto a threecolorthree largelargetcolor
cartoontypecartoon illustrationtype the next chosen was families
are meant to be forever es the illustration covered two

pages and was printed in yellow green

the ecology article chosen was masowmaws dominion

with

sospot

a fullcolorfull photographcolor sandwiched with black and white

photographs the title was very large conveying the feeling

of a large dominion

A close second was whatvtwhat the scriptures say about

ecology M the number one reason for this choice was because

it related to the scriptures the youth were interested to

know that the scriptures actually said something about

ecology the illustration covered the pagepagedpagey with green grass

and all kinds of animals in a line drawing

just behind this article came the day god gave job

an ecology lesson again they were curious to beesee what

god had said to job about ecology the illustration was

large and rendered in brown

of the ten most preferred articlesartic fourlespless were full
color three used green one yellow orangeorangeo one brownbrowno and

one was blackblacik and white all except one used at least a

full page for the illustrations they were humorous

they were unusual they looked short

conclusions

the study suggests that the graphics that appeal to

youth donstdont necessarily appeal to adults youth are oriented

f articleicie preferred

famlilesliesilee

dominionpot

in

see

daml
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obonboring tt they do like
reading stories from general authorities dealing with their
youth

youth prefer fullcolorfull photographscolor and illustra-
tions they prefer large sizesizes large scale illustrations
and photographs they like bright color and an open light
feeling achieved by proper use of white space and placement

of page elements that make the article appear easy to read

contemporary design and color and good reproduction are
necessary to attract and hold the interest of youth in
conclusion in order to fulfil the purpose of the magazine

to build faith and testimony in youth concerning the divinity
of jesus christ and the authenticity of the restored churchchurchy

the magazine must first appeal to youth where they are and

use these elements which attract and hold their interest

89

toward color while adults become increasingly form and shape

conscious

adolescents prefer brief art imesides 9 those that are

light or humorous but also articles that deal with subject

matter of concern to them in solving their problems and in

relating to others subjects that reinforce the masculine

and feminine images of youth are of special interest they

like articles in a story form doctrinal articles should be

written with a light touch or soft sale approach youth

dontdonot usually read articles with photographs of adults
because they look like they will be boringnboringunboring

articlesparticlesslesp
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thrahrough

recommendations

the author recommends 1 that a testing arm be

established in the church to probe in more depth into the
needs interests and preferences of youth as they relate
to the new erabra in order to establish better communication

through this vehicle 2 that the number of pages of full
color be sizeablysizeablesize increasedably in the magazine 3 that the
budget for art and photography be increased 4 that a

higher quality paper be run in the magazine 5 that the
reproduction quality be improved

90
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questionnaire GIVEN SEMINARY STUDENTS

AT SKYLINE HIGH SCHOOL

1stist 16 tested 2nd 16 tested
female male total female male total

li if you were given these four articles to readreads 9 which one
would you read

mr nice on iceicess
boysboysboyt life 0 4 4 1 3 4

survival
canduscampus life 2 3 5 2 5 7

among the navajoscavajosNava
seventeen

jos
3 0 3 3 0 3

lady missionaries
new era 3 1 4 2 0 2

total 8 8 16 8 8 16

2 why did you make your first choice above

pictures 0O i1 1

subject 8 7 15

color 0 0 0

scale size 0 0 0

3 which one appeals most from the standpoint of art
mr nice on ice

boyt a life 0 6 6 2 2 4

survival11surviva11
ammuscampusgmmus life 2 2 4 1 2 3

among the cavajosnavajosnavajostNava
seventeen

1jossjosjostjob
4 0 4 4 4 8

lady missionariesMission
new

arlewariew
era 2 0 2 1 0 1

s

li fe

aang
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0O i1 1 0 0 0

cantcan science save
the world
campuscapus life 7 6 13 5 8 13

skill of a manbmansmanes
right hand
new era 1 1 2 0 0 0

terminology was explained to respondents
I1

96

ist1st 16 tested 2nd 16 tested
female male total female male total

4 what do you like most about the art
color 1 4 5

variety 1 0 1

creativity 6 3 9

lines and shapes 0O i1 1

5 if you were given these four articles totootto readreads which
one would you read

packowpack frame
boys life 0 3 3 1 2 3

can science save
the worldworide
campus life 2 4 6 3 4 7

skillreskillmeskill of a mansmanesmangs
right hand
newnownevnov era 0O i1 1 0O i1 1

beautyttbeauty notebook
seventeen 6 0 6 4 1 5

6 why did you make your first choice above

pictures 4 0 4

subject 3 8 11

color 1 0 1

scale size 0 0 0

7 which one appeals to you most from the standpoint of art
pack frame

boxes lifelise

50
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1stist 16 tested 2nd 16 tested
female male total female male total

beauty notebook
seventeenseyentgen 0 0 0 2 0 2

no response 0 0 0 1 0 1

8 what did you like most about the art
color 1 0 1

variety 0O i1 1

creativity 7 4 11

lines and shapes 0 2 2

no response 0O i1 1

9 if you verewere given these four articles to read which
one would you read

havingawhavingshaving a baby
seventeen 3 0 3 1 1 2

be an overcomerOver
new

comertcomers
erabra 0O i1 1 1 3 4

gatewaymgateway to dangers
boyaboy1bab0 s1s life 0 5 5 1 1 2

lovessloove songsongs
campus life 5 2 7 4 3 7

no response 0 0 0 1 0 1

10 why did you make your first choice above

pictures 4 0 4

subject 3 8 11

color 0 0 0

scale size 1 0 1

11 which one appeals the most from the standpoint of art
having a babpbaby

seventeen 0 3 3 2 1 3

be an overcomer
newnev era 0O i1 1 2 0 2

most

90
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ist1st 16 tested 2nd 16 tested
female male total female male total

gateway to danger
boyeboys life 0 0 0 0 2 2

love song
captuscairpaegaptus life 8 4 12 4 5 9

12 what do you like most about the art
color 4 3 7

variety 0 0 0

creativity 4 5 9

lines and shapes 0 0 0

13 if you were given these four articles to read which
one would you read
age of aquarius

new erabra 2 0 2 2 1 3

dontofdonot try for the
tyee
boybox 8 life 1 4 5 1 3 4

makestmakestaake it natural
seventeen 4 0 4 3 1 4

living dangerously
amucampuscmu life 1 4 5 2 3 5

14140 why did you make your first choice above

pictures 3 1 4

subject 4 7 11

color 0 0 0

scale or size 1 0 1

15 which appeals to you most from the standpoint of art
age of acquariusacquariusesAcqua

new
rius

era 3 0 3 2 1 3

dotDon trylt for the
tyee
borsboysBUsbub life 2 3 5 2 6 8

130

Life

doh
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jreJfedre 0 3 3 0 5 5

18 what did you like most about the cover

color 2 2 4

layout 0 5 5

approach 6 1 7

size 0 0 0

19 e which magazine would you like to read october may and
march new eras

october 1971 0 3 3

may 1972 2 1 3

march 1973 6 4 10

20 why did you choose that magazine

subject 2 4 6

lysslyet
armuscampus2rmus life 0 0 0 2 1 3

16 what do you like most about the art
color 2 3 5

variety 1 1 2

creativity 4 2 6

lines and shapes 1 1 2

no response 0O i1 1

17 which magazine would you like to read most because of
the cover

samuscampusgamus liflifelire 0 0 0 0O i1 1

seventeen 5 4 9 6 1 7

newnev era 3 1 4 2 1 3

bosjfebobboylBosboys

99

ist1st 16 tested 2nd 16 tested
female male total female male total

make9make it naturalnaturalmnaturalsNatur
seventeen

aimalM
3 5 8 2 0 2

livingselivingreliving dangerouslyDangerous

e

S life
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1stist 16 tested 2nd 16 tested
female male total female male total

pictures color funfan 5 3 8

most recent creati-
vity color 0O i1 1

no response 1 0 1

21 after looking at the magazine for three minutes which
article would you like to read

times chosen
male female

the image of mormons in filmsflims may 1972
like to know whos mormon 3 2

bonnie shandshandyshandl pictures and country 1 1

athletics and happiness 2 0

camp 0 1

take me out to the games machine may 1972 0 1

the unspoken words 0 1

22 which article from the past stands out most in your mind

cyrano10cyrano de cybernetcybemetcabernetCybCy 3bernetemet 3

article about getting jobs dontdonotdonst
read it 1 0

mormon cowboy in rodeos 1 0

about skiing december 1972 1 0

about servicemen at christmas 0 1

yellow butterfly love 0 1

it was about living with him again 0 1

the unspoken words 0 1

about heaven 0 1

no response 2 0

it

10
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questionnaire GIVEN A CLASS OF TWENTYTWOTWENTY

sophomores

TWO

AT SKYLINE HIGH

male female total
A do you readreads

1 school texts
a always or very often
b sometimes
c never or rarely

2 newspapers

a always or very often
b sometimes
c never or rarely

3 the new era
a always or very often
b sometimes
c never or rarely

4 other magazines

a always or very often
b sometimes
c never or rarely

5 comic books

a always or very often
b sometimes
c never or rarely

B name other magazines read
magazinemagKag classificationazine

humor
technical
religion
general interest
housekeeping
news
fashion
sports

4
7
0

4
6
1

0
4
7

number read

1
1
I11
5
5
6
6
7

4
7
0

0
2
9

9
13

0

6
14

2

1
13

8

6
14

2

0
6

16

5
6
0

20

2
7
2

0 1
be 5 8

0 5 3

49
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religious advisors
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male female total
C how often do you pick up the new era

1 once 5 2
2 twice 2 2
3 three times 2 3
4 four times 0O 0
5 five times 0O 1
6 more than five times 0 0
7 dontdonotdonst know 2 3

D how much time do you spend on an averageissue

7
4
5
0
1
0
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

less than 15 minutes
153015 minutes30
314531 minutes45
465946 minutes59
121 hours2
more than 2 hours
dontdonst know

6
4
0
0
0
0
1

6
11

1
0
1
1
2

E in forming opinions about serious social and religious
issues who do you rely on

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9

boys
girls

boys
girls

boys
girls

boys
girls

boys
girls

boys
girls

newspaper

parents

books

new era

other magazines

friends

3 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 5 4 3

total 3 0 1 2 7 6 5 2

3 3 2 2 0 1 0 0 0
4 2 3 1 1 0 0 0 0

total 7 5 5 3 T I1 0O 0O 0O

0 0 0 2 1 3 1 3 1
0 0 31 2 2 4 1 3 0

total 0 0 1 4 3 7 2 4 T

0 0 1 0 2 1 0 4 3
0 1 1 3 3 JL 2 0 0

total 0O i11 1 3 5 2 2 4 3

0 0 1 1 3 0 3 1 2
0O 0O 0O 0O jaj2 2 2 2 3

total 0 0 1 1 5 2 5 3 5

3 4 1 0 2 0 1 0 0
1 4 3 1 1 1 0 0 0

total 4 8 4 I1 3 I1 I1 0O 0O

boys
girls

1 3 3 0 0 0 1 2 1
5 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

total

co

eo

70

average issue

le 0
7
1

40 0
50 1

1
70 1

7

ot 1
1 2

of

1 1

of 1 1
1 1

it to 1
3

2
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1
a no

1
gwimowim
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boys
girls tv

boys teachers
girls of

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 2 2 0 1 3 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 7

total 1 2 2 2 0 1 4 2 g

0 0 0 2 2 4 1 0 2
1 0 0 4 31 3 0 2 0

total I1 0 0 3 7 1 2 2

F do you believe it is hard to get both sides of an
important issue from

girls friends
boys

0 1
2 1

total 2 2

0 0 1 3 1 2 2
2 1 0 0 0 3 1
2 1 I1 3 I1 5 3

girls books
boys

girls
boys

girls
boys

girls
boys

parents

new era

other magazines

2 0 0 6 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 3 1 1 0 1 1 3

total 2 0 3 7 1 1 1 1 4

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

total 2 1 2 2 2 12 2 2 15

0 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1
3 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 3

total 3 1 1 3 2 1 3 2 4

1 1 4 1 1 2 0 0 0
0 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 0

total 7 5 2 2 3 2 2 0

girls
boys

girls
boys

girls
boys

newspapers

TV

teachers

0 5 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 2 1 2 2 0 1

total 1 6 i 3 2 2 2 1 2

5 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0
0 1 0 2 2 3 0 2 0

total 5 2 0 i 3 3 2 3 0

0 1 1 0 3 1 2 1 1
2 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 0

total i i 2 0 5 3 3 1 1

girls
boys

religious advisors 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 3 1
1 3 2 0 1 1 2 0 0
2 3 i 0 1 2 3 1

T V
to

1 6 7 1

1
a

1 1

1 1
to taltai 1

of 1 1
op M M go

2
emmgoo

5

1 1

to to

1 3 0

1 1
1

to
so

2
MM 0m

3
A

3 0

2
OW 3 3

4 2 1
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G list 5 favorite colors in order of preferencepreferences

girls 1 2 3

green
red
pink
yellow
purple
blue
orange
brown
white
maroon

2 2 0
2 2 0
1 2 2
1 0 6
2 1 0
3 1 1
0 1 0

sorssoyasoia
chartreuse
black
gray
green
red
pink
yellow
purple
blue
orange
brown
white
silver

1
1

1
0 1 2
2 3 3

0 1 1
1 1 1
5 2 3
1 1 0

totals
green
red
pink
yellow
purple
blue
orange
brown
white
silver
maroon
chartreuse
black
gray

2 3 2
4 6 3
1 2 2
1 1 7
3 2 1
8 3 4
1 2 0

1

1
I11

1

4
0
3
3
1
4
0
2

1
1

3
3
1
3
2
0
5
2
1

B

4 5

1
0
3
0
1
3
0

3
0

3
0
1
0
2

2
1
0
2
0
0
3
2

1
2
1
1
2
0
2

1
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impressimdress lontions

3oao30

SURVEY GIVEN A GROUP OF 25 AT THE PROVO OAK HILLS

FIRST WARD MIA AND A GROUP OF 15 AT THETOE

SALT LAKE 18th WARD MIA

CONTRAST

dirty park
messy
rampaged forest
confusion
blah
spring
hate war
kindergarten
vegetables
grass and storms
sick
general impressionimpressions

COLOR

happy
tree
psychedelic
invigorating
beautiful
flying
tornadostormtornado

whirlpool
storm

wowvow 2

general iressxont
VALUE

walnut
evil
boxing gloves
obsolete
satan
complacent
tarantulatarantul beast
despair
clear sensible
morbid
gloomy

i1

generalgenjaral

5

imressiontjiropreasion

1
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

mess

6
7
1
1
3
1

3
1

happy

1
4
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

belch
bitter
children
anger
ugly
fear
envy
swamp
puddle
no response

confusion

widespread
butterfly
intense
colorful
mirror
water
no response

butterfly
sadness
shadow
depression
mud
secretive
bat
dark house
sin
clouds

i1
i
i1
i
i1i1
i1
i1i1

10

1
1
1
1I
1
1

10

7
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Genjaraijaralsarai negative emotions evil

ap

wowt
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imeimpieer sesionsssions

inbiinsi if icanticart

4 SIZE

fireside winter 1
love it 1
ballet dancer 1
man 1
obsolete I11
fifth grade 1
physical 1
clot 1
lovely 1
the world situation 1
cold 1
butterfly 2

little butbat noticed 1
loneliness 2
insignificant but

still struggling 1
heart 2

jewelry
contained but

happy
love
vase
bug
spaceman
quietness
corny feeling
mysterious

1
space-

ship
smallsmail funny
loveiove a heart

with all loves
emotions

no response

5

general impression emalismall lonely
VALUE

rust 1
frog 1
tornado storm

clouds 1
bond 1
man with pigtails 1
weird 1
monster 3
funny 1
crab 1
passiveness 1
wishy washy 1
eerieeeriepeerier mysterious 1
foggyroggyyoggy faintaintpf

unreal 9 illusion 1

goat face
dress
bug
sad face
zombie face
coat
joy
light
diluted
steel man
holy a spirit
japanese man
clear
drop of coffee
no response

general iggjbsion foggy illusion passive
spiritspirits man goat monster

6 HARMONY color
happy and gay 4
butterfly super

beautiful
and colorful 5

peacefulness 1
flower 1
bright 3
walkvalkvaikwaik in the park 1
spring happy 8
fall 1

kitchen colors
putrid

sunny
looking through

misted window
in spring

lily pad
month of june at

an ice cream
parlor

40

2

butnoticed

st 11

i sessionsressionsrssresrebMP sions

50

1

1
1
1
5
1
1

1

lovea
1
5

face 1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

clear 1
1

10
4

1
3

1
1

1

funnyanny 1
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I1

I1

I1

grassagrass7

inflinal amed
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summer happy
lovely funfanfunifung 4

angels 2

birds flying
friendly
morning sun

general impress ionlon spring summersummerssummergbummers brightbrights happy9 sunny

7 LINE color
branch of a tree I11
grass growing 10
skinny grass-
hopper praying
mantis

green chives
desiregreendesiredgreendesiredesired
stringy

green

sleepy
light
vines
coolness
foliage
spring
running

general impression

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

clover 1
lazy summer day 1
fantasy 1
rickshaw 1
surenessunsurenessunpurenessun 1
new alive 1
gay 1
no cares 1
tries 1
growing plants 1
jumpy 1
weeds with pods 1
windy day 1
no response 5

grass growing trees vines weeds
foliagefoliafoila sleepygesgep lazy unsure no
cares

8 repetition form CONTRAST color
brick wall
trees
happy
bug
two green beans
weight chart
blocks
gladgiad thacthat there is

a light in the
dark

unique
loneliness
looks like green

cells mixed with
one red

caterpillar
stonehenge

england
color chart
grass again

general impressionirciioressions

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

iineslines nothing
inferiority

different
books
earthworm with

inflamed colon
fence
row of garbage

cans
a person not

conforming
sesame street
remedial
east
short
being alone
organized in

place
railroad tracks
no response

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1I

10

lovely inferiority differentdifferentp
conformistnonconformistnon order

70

1

1

iluiressions

gladthatalight

iinebnes 1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
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I1

I1
I1
I1

I1

I1

erserp lonely helpless

squaquachedashed
difdlfferent

9 COLOR

hole in the wall
sly
happy
paint brush on

sears paint
commercial

the blue angel
cold 9 winter
sob
a window
cool
refrigerator
a bed in a room
a door or windows

on a rainy day
really spacy
my dad

lakes
calm still
ocean
pretty shade of

blue
space
dog
ski
separate united

states of america 1
icy ice blocks 2
togetherness 1
water lake tahoe 1
being confined 1
flag 1
no response 8

general imp 11mkessionsressipni skivskyiskyv waterwatersvaters coldcoidcolds window

DIVISION OF SPACE

two yards
two blocks
tired
squashed feeling
two sides of lifeseparate lonely

two people
separated by a
difference

farm
friends allailali

different sizes
worm stuck in a

hole
garbage cans
roshkorothko
overcrowdedness
hopeless
out of placeplaces

standing out
division between

two things
ballerina

flag
green beans
book
a wall of grass
a bloody waterfall
sesame street
a pin between two

cinder blocks on
the wall at
wymount terrace

getting squashed
between hwotwotvohuobuo fatfa
people

t
on an

elevator
exclamation
a long journey
helpless
a lawn
a wall between

twotvo houses
no response

1
1
1
1
1
1

general impression squashed feel ing 9 overcrowded
barrierbarribarriers

113

10

2
3 1
1

1
1 1

1
1

2
1
1

in 1

1
1
1

3
1

feel ing 1
1
1

1 1
friendsall

1

1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1

1 1
divi 9

1
1

imsessionsressionsressions feeling
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FINAL TESTING READER preference

cardon west east high
school high jrsjraars srsars total

BASEBALL

1 take me out to the
games machine 10 10 8 6 34

2 no holes to mend in
these sox 3 9 4 1 17

3 the great american rookiesRo 3olcie 3 2 4 12

4 willie mayssmaystmayas A view from
the pitcherpitchertsPitch s moundmoundss 1 5 2 7 15

5 FYI baseball tips 2 0 0 3 5

MARRIAGE

1 some things you need to
know about the temple 4 3 3 0 10

2 in his house 1 2 0 2 5

3 mormon marriages around
the worldworlds 2 5 1 2 10

4 presidents of the church
speak on temple marriagemarri 4aget 0 1 8 13

5 how todaytodays bride and
groom feather their nest 5 10 4 2 21

6 schatwhatswhat wedweld do if we had itto do over again 3 7 7 7 24

CHRIST

1 what would jesus do 7 10 3 10 30

2 prophecies of the advent
and mission of christ 0 4 3 5 12

3 birth of christ 7 7 9 2 25

testingreader

10

29

30

40

50 osfyit

0

20

30

4& tarestpres identaidents

50 s
nes s

60
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the author realizes that the scale of the photographs used is extremely
small and would have preferred using the photographs at least four times the
size used but due to financial considerations was unable to

5
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cardon west east high
school hicrihicrh jrsars srailsrb total

4 after the manner of
their languagelanguages 5 6 1 4 16

FAMILY

1 what the scriptures say
about the family 6 2 1 1 10

2 how to get where youre
going and enjoy the triptriptohripto 10 12 9 6 37

3 families are meant to
be forever 2 12 4 11 29

4 what makes a good family
home evening 1 1 2 3 7

ECOLOGY

1 the day god gave job an
ecology lesson 6 5 8 4 23

2 man dominion 7 11 3 6 27

3 Ecologyecologyiecologyp pollution and
consumerismConsumer 4ism 2 0 2 8

4 what the scriptures say
about ecology 2 9 5 9 25

there was a difference in total responses to the various
questions due to lack of response to some questions

REASONS FOR CHOICES

baseball
liked the picture
liked the subject
thought it waevaswas unusual

liked the title
no response

0 0 1 1

6 7 4 17

1 0 0 1

0 2 0 2

1 0 1 2

getwhere
en oy

40

30

410

1

i
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cardon west east
school high high total

2 liked the picture 0 3 0 3

liked the subject 3 1 1 5

liked the title 0 3 0 3

3 liked the picture 0 1 3 4

liked the title 1 0 0 1

liked the subject 1 1 3 5

4 liked the subject 1 2 5 8

liked the picture 0 1 3 4

no response 0 2 2 4

5 liked the subject 2 0 3 5

marriage articlearticie
1 liked because it was short 1 0 0 1

liked the subject 1 0 0 1

liked the picture 0 1 0 1

no response 1 0 0 1

2 liked the picture 0O i1 1 2

liked the subject 0O i1 1 2

no response 1 0 0 1

3 liked the subject 1 3 0 4

no response 1 0 0 1

liked the title 0 1 0 1

liked the variety 1 0 2 3

4 liked subject 3 0 8 11

5 liked the picture 0 6 1 7

no response 2 0 0 2

liked the title 1 3 0 4

marria articie

hi B h
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cardon west east
school high highhlqh jtotal

liked the subject 0 0 1 1

likedlilted because of humor 1 0 0 1

6 liked the picture 0 5 4 9

liked because of humor 1 0 0 1

no response 1 0 0 1

liked the subject 1 2 1 4

liked because it didnt
mention4 temple marriage 0 0 1 1

article aboutchrist
1 liked the picture 1 1 1 3

liked the title 0 2 1 3

liked the subject 1 4 2 7

liked because it was unusual 1 0 0 1

2 liked the picture 0O i1 1 2

liked the subject 0 2 4 6

3 liked the picture 0 3 2 5

liked because it was short 2 0 0 2

liked the subject 4 3 0 7

liked the title 1 0 2 3

no response 1 0 0 1

4 liked the picture 0 2 0 2

liked the subject 2 3 2 7

liked because of personal
interest 0 0 1 1

no response 0 2 0 2

liked the title 1 0 0 1

liked because it was short 1 0 0 1

hi to taltai

about christ
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liked because others were
boring

article about family
1 liked because it was

meaningful

because it was short
because of subject
no response

2 liked the picture
liked the subject

liked the title
no response

3 liked the picture
liked the subject

liked the title
4 liked the subject

ecology article
1I liked the picture

liked the subject

liked the title
no response

2 liked the picture
liked the subject
no response

thought it was creative
liked the title

cardon west east
school hiahhigh high totalth

1

taltai

2

0

4

1

0

5

0

3

0

1

0

1

0

2

2

3

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

8

2

1

0

3

4

1

1

2

1

1

0

7

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

5

0

0

4

4

3

4

0

2

2

0

3

3

0

0

2

1

2

1

5

1

13

12

1

3

7

9

4

6

2

5

5

3

10

7

1

1

2

hi

it

becauseit
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cardon west east
school high high total

3 thought it was contemporary 1 1 0 2

liked the variety 0 1 0 1

liked the color 0 0 1 1

no response 0 1 0 1

liked the picture 0 1 0 1I
liked the subject 0 1 0 1

4 liked the subject 0 3 0 3

liked the title 1 2 0 3

no response 0 3 1 4

liked scripture relation 0 0 7 7

H
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espesi and a cassette tape three magazines responded to

this ietterletterletters campusC lifeus collegiate challenge and boreboysboxtbonsboyt
life the responses from boyboz s life were brief and sketchy

and therefore not included in the body of the copyandoandt

124

correspondence

ten magazines were contacted to ask for assistance

in answering questions concerning the problemproblems involved in

publication design they wereweresvereveresveret glamour seven teen boyeboysbutsbutebuve

lifelifct
P

c2lmubcajjbpas lifeslife collegiate challenge teente scoutingScoutenseng

american

inglinSI

girl mademo ibellesellebeile 9 and exploring these magazines

were selected because of their appeal boto youth

six of the ten magazines responded to the first letter
they wereweresveresvereb glamour sevenseventeenteen bbxssboyslifeBoy life campussLife s lifeliferlifes

collegiatecollea challengei ande mademoisellechallchailchali these letters are

included these six magazines were sent a letterlettersietter a list of
seventeen questions about the design and productions of their
magazinmagazinesimagazinesp

0 s

seventeen

mademoiselle exillorinsllorinuwiorllor lnainuina

f

challen s

boys
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LIST OF QUESTIONS

1 have there been any notable transitions in the visual
approach from the inception of your magazine why

2 when you came to work for the magazinemagazin what kinds of
changes were made where do you feel you can measure
the success of your effort

3 feedbacks howhov have others said the art has influenced
them what articles have had the most feedback why
trace back to layout what colors used scale of art

and other elements that would make youth read

4 what is the biggest problem in selling the magazine

5 what illustration design was most exciting or
fun to you why

6 what kinds of illustrations are most successful
with youth

7 what is the single most important element of design
that reaches the youth

8 what role does layout have in making an article more
readable not merely more appealing

9 discuss the elements of design and what way each
plays a part line shapesshape etc

10loe100ioe how important are kickers and captions and bold print
in getting readership of articles

ll1111 Illustrationillustrationsillustrationss are they integral parts of the article
can you read the picture or how do the illustrations
function

12 what allowances do you make for geographic areas being
appealed to subject matter color psychology of
locallocals etc

13 what consideration do you give the placement of
articles in the magazine reason

14 why do you use the type styles you do why the logo
why the cover concept how do you keep it identifiable
each month and still enough change to remain interesting

20

30

layoutwhat

40

so

60

90

120

130

140
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ss
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1

glimovr
FACTS ABOUT GLAMOUR

glamour is the how to fashion magazine for young women it was
introduced in april 1939 by the conde nast publications and was edited
then for the girl with a job later the editors decided that all
young women whether in college married with or without jobs have
similar interests and glamour became the fashion magazine for young
women with its march 1945 issue out of this editorial course it
expanded to its present how to direction in the fall of 1959 the
conde nast publications bought the street & smith Publicationpublications pu-
blishers of charm and incorporated that magazine into glamour

although glamour is primarily a fashion and beauty magazine it
keeps its readers up with current events that are relevant to their
lives events in psychology sociology medicine education politics
the arts economics decorating cooking entertaining etc this is
done by means of regular monthly features on movies books colleges
careers health at home plus articles written by wellknownwell writersknown
and authoritiesinauthorities in their fields sometimes by staff writers in collabora-
tion with these authorities

the largest circulation fashion magazine for women in the world
glamour has a circulation of 1461832 and a readership of 6720000
the percentage of readers who subscribe is 59 their age range is about
eighteen to with the median age 22

fashion magazines by their nature appeal to a slightly higher than
average income group who usually have a better than average education
to these young women glamour hopes to show that leadership is a develop-
ment of interest and commitment doing something about ones world as
well as ones appearance making the best of their looks and lives in
these highly competitive times

glamour reader service 70

womenwhether jobshave
womenit

thirty five

theseyoung

st
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hefleseflemademoisebe
420 lexingtonlexinqton avenue
new york ny1oo17 2121212 6895900689gsg

20

5900

november 1972

peggy H proctor
assistant designer
the new era
79 south state street
salt lake city utah 84111

dear miss proctor

we would like to give you the information
that you have requested but could you please
be a little more specific ie give us a

list of ten or so questions that you would
like answered7

sincerelytince
j

redy

A re
1

I1 i i

teusivasteaimary cantwellcant
managing

twellwelltweilkelikeil
editor

mccammacam

lexingbnavenue
ny 10017

specific4emaive

answered 7

ca

gince
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CQMPUScampus
PORFOR

crus99de
CHRIST

internistione31international
arrowhead springs san bernardinoBe californiacdifomiamardino 92404 USA telephone 714 8865224886 william5224 R bright president

december 79 1972

Ms peggy proctor
the new era
79 south state street
salt lake city UT 84111

dear Ms proctorproctors

thank you for sending a copy of the new era
great interest

I1 read it with

the collegiate challedchallengechallep has not changed in purpose since its
inception in 1961 though it has changed somewhat in approach
it is designed as an evangelistic tool to reach the nonchristiannon
college

christian
student with the message of christ in its early years

when our organization campus crusade for christ was still
youngyoun and when student attitudes were somewhat different from what
they are today our approach was more conservative and less color-
ful we tended to use many articles by great leaders who were
christians to show that christianity was possible and acceptable
to even these people we also tied it with the great educational
institutions of our country

now we tend more to cover the issues that students are talking
about and to speak to their hearts needs we try to present it
in an attractive way with their modern art work and a great deal
of color we have a large readership because of our main method
of distribution large numbers of the magazine are sent to our
campus staff all over the country and they distribute it as they
share christ with individuals we are currently doing someome
readership surveys in an effort to increase our subscription of
this
I1 hope this information helps you somewhat let me know if theresthenes
more I1 can do for you

sincerely in christ

y
Y M

jdkld
judy downs assistant editor
collegiate challengeChalchai leneelenae

KMr

e h ose sinceas

or atlon

magaz lne

s
in

colleaiate

usa

gantz

77.
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THE NATIONAL MAGAZINE FOR BOYS

PUBLISHED BY THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA NEW BRUNSWICK N J 08903 PHONE 201ZOIzol 249 6000

ROBERT E HOOD
EDITOR

october 31 1972

miss peggy H proctor
assistant designer
the new era
79 south state street
salt lake city utah 84111

dear miss proctor

thanks for writing about your project

your question is a large one and would require a lengthy article
to answer if you could arrange to visit our office for a few
days id be happy to attack the subject generally I1 can say
this about snaring readers kids are attracted by large powerful
images pherhapspher becausehaps of the influence of television four
color illustrations or photos increase the readership of an article
or story by 25 or 30 percent A variety of subject matter and
illustrative styles are the foundations of a successful youth
publication but quality is the heart of my personal credo and I1
would sacrifice quantity for quality any day

I1 wish I1 could be more helpful but I1 cant be in a letter

sincerely

robert E hood

am1m

rr
PUBLI SH ED 2012496000

maga ZINE
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CW 1

y llulllbull THE NATIONALNAr MAGAZINElonalIONALlonac FOR BOYS

PUBLISHED BY THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA NEW BRUNSWICK N J 08903 PHONE 2012496000201

ROIBERTROPERTrobert

249

E

6000

HOOD
EDITOR

march 5 1973

miss peggy H proctor
assistant designer
the new era
79 south satestate streetstreqtstreat
salt lake city utah 84111

dear miss proctorsproctor

here are the answers to your questions to the best of my ability

1 dramatic changes were made in the past 20 years first in the
early j8 when comics were added to the book second in 1962631962
when

63
process four color was inserted enabling us to bring in top

illustratorsillustrate and photographers improvements in the quality of the
paper used also contributed to stronger visual impact third the
magazine was designedredesignedre in 1965 and in 1971 to keep pace with changing
tastes and times

2 a explained in question 1

b through letters to the editors and surveys

3 this is oocooloodoo involved to answer it would require a 2500 word essay

4 this is a circulation question which im not qualified to answer

5 the two designsredesignsre were challenging and exciting

6 pictures of kids doing things

7 there is no single most important element

8 its integral

9 this would require a small book

rr y

theanswers myability

1950s
process wasinserted

ex bainedlained 11pi

00

cs

ja
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10 very important sometimes if the subject is dull not important
if the subject has great appeal

11 A yes
B yes
C answered in A

12 terrain and mores make their own distinctions

13 the consideration is strictly intuitive

14 this is a question im reserving for my memoirs which also include
answers to questions 3 d 9

15 they state and re enforce

16 a difficult to determine appeal but heavy coated paper improves
the visual impact greatly particularly where color is used see realities

b I1 dont know

17 A magazine is a contemporary vehicle constantly evolving to meet the
needs of changing times thethftaf model T was once as popular as st nicholas
both of which have gone out of style I1 do not favor fad being at heart
a classicist A magazine must make visual and verbal sense from cover to
cover this is my concept of design I1 alsoaiso believe that art is educational
and that we are obligated to improve the tastes of youngsters through a
catholic presentation of art from the avantgarde to the traditional

flnrobert E hood

lm

enclosure cassette tape

subjecthas

and

150

don t

avantgandegarde

laiso
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brijbeibel

I1

laaron cohen
enesmics research

I1

director

probproe tor
assistant designersigerDe
the new era
79 south state street
salt lake city utah 84111

dear Ms proctor

your tattertetterzetteroetterzatter to mr lenfest our publisher has been turned over to
me to answer

while I1 have not been able to really spandspendspany any time reading the copy
of new era you so kindolkindly enclosed I1 wiotwillwilteilt do so because it looks very
interesting

I1 would appreciate receiving whatever data you have compiled

As far as how we obtain our readership data in a few words it
i done through research studies via surveys especially designed for
SEVENTEEN which are in turn conducted for us by outside research
companies another method is through syndicated research services
that are available such as simmons starchstarchy BRIs etc

SEVENTEEN has undergone a constant evolution by staying in touch
with the youth market we report on all conoeivalbeconceivazb6 subjects some of
course are product orientatedorienta beautyted fashion foodfoods homes etc andrandy of
course others which are life orientatedorienta educationted moralityMoraZ fictionity etc

As the teenageteen girlage bushasbub grown up in stature and mind so has SEVENTEEN

in the language we use and the presentation we use in talking to these girls

I1 know this is a little sketchy and should you get to new york or if
I1 get down to salt lake I1 would love to get together with you and discuss
this further

enclosed are copies of our readership survey and whats right and
wrong with america currently being updated which willwilt give you a feeling
as to what we arearrarcape doing research wise if I1 can be of any further help
please do not hesitate to write

verrveryvarr truly goursyours
f

borbop

spanspendangdany

righthandrightand

ww
1 t U

N F w Y 0 i

s

november 17 1972

Ms peggy H proctor

132
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assoniassociassonate ie editor
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iiilii

page 2
Ms procorproctor

I1 would certainly be glad to see any compilation of your research
also if you have any specific questions please feel free to
write jgainagain cindind iiiiili try to elaborate further

sincerelySince

7

raly

K
philip yancey

133
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HHS
A publicationrUBLI 0OFCATIONcatlondation YOUTH of

era

inhouse publication for youth for
christ called youth for christ magazine at that time it con-
sisted of jokes articles on YFC activities and features on
YFC kids it began evolving toward the balanced life philosophy
which says we should develop mentally socially spiritually
and physically therefore articles on sports and fashions
began to be included since we found them to be wholesome even
though they were not directly spiritual around 1965965 we

added fourcolorfour tocolor the magazine and it evolved into CAMPUS

LIFE magazine we try to aim at a large audience including
nonreligiousnon teenagersreligious as well as the highly churched people
our constituency Is evangelical although many kids are what we

cailcalicallcatlcati new christians

our readership Is gained largely from our contest which we hold
within the YFC organization salesmen who are members of CAMPUS

LIFE clubs compete for prizes and we get about 3000050000 subscrip-
tions each year most of our other subscriptions are obtained
through the renting of direct mail lists of other leading evan-
gelical publicatlonspublications

we try to paceplace a very high emphasis on graphics assuming
that no reader wants to read any piece in our magazine if we
assume that and try to reach out and grab him then 1I think
wevewelve done our job graphically

1
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november 13 1972

Ms peggy procor
assistant designer
the nw era
79 S sae st
saltsait lake city utah 84111

dear Ms procorproctor

I1 was very impressed withwih the quality of your magazine the new

jra with which I1 was not familiar id be very glad to help
you in your project

our magazine started as an n house

inturnai10via

in

iti
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vaughvauih ww wrcaluariaium
campuscsmpuscompus life clubs youth guidancecampuslifemagazine

january 11 9731973

Ms peggy proctor
assistant desipesipesl gner
THE NEW ERA
79 S state st
salt lake city utah 84111

dear peggy

philip has asked me to assist you in this project I1 will
be most happy to do so enclosed is the tape with answers
to most of the questions on your list in certain cases it
was difficult to accurately answer allail the questions
your project sounds interesting I1 would be very curious as
to your findings if there is anything elseeise I1 can do to helpheip
feel free to contact me

sincerelysipcerely

ttitif

ten wolgeniuthwolgemutbwolgemuthe n
production managermanageimanaged
CAMPUS lipelLIFELIFEJlipe MAGAZINEmaga7magac

kalbkwlb

enclosure

PO BOX 419 WHEATON ILLINOIS 60187 312 6686600668sebeeb 6600

tywadawanamada I1

designe

U

qu

soun
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eeeere ra eionstionsundergrundergoaduateacuate

VITA

name s peggy proctor

place of births LOBlos angeles los angeles county california
undergraduate and graduate preparationspreparationipreparation

bachelor

i

of science in art education from
brigham young university provo utah

candidate for master of arts degree in design
at brigham young university

degreeddegreeadeqeees awarded s

associate of science in art
bachelor of science in art education

academic honors aindjind Organizationorganizations

Valedictorianvaledictorians art department brigham young university
phi kappa phi honor society

professlonalessionalsessionalessebs beepermeriencesMerienlonalionallonai jencesbences s

display designerdesigners arnold constable new york
robinsonsRobin lossongssones angeles

graphic designs neynewnemnev era magazine salt lake city
civic and churches Positionpositions

district leader fulltimefullfuli missionarytime florida mission
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leaderfulltime missionaryflorida
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publication DESIGN FOR THE YOUTH OF THE CHURCH OF

JESUS CHRIST OF LATTERDAYLATTER SAINTSDAY

peggy H proctor

department of art
MA degree august 1973

ABSTRACT

the graphics that appeal to youth dontdonstdonet necessarily
appeal to adults youth are oriented toward color while
adults become increasingly form and shape conscious

adolescents prefer brief articles those that are
light and humorous but also articles that deal with subject
matter of concern to them in solving their problems and in
relating to others subjects that reinforce the masculine
and feminine images of youth are of special interest they
like articlesticlesnicles in a story form doctrinal articles should be
handled with a light touch or soft sale approach

youth prefer full color photographs and illustra-
tions they prefer large sizesizes large scale illustrations
and photographs they also like bright color and an openopensopeno
light feeling achieved by the proper use of white space and
placement of page elements which make the article appear
easy to read contemporary design and color and good repro-
duction are necessary to attract and hold the interest of
youth

in conclusion the magazine must appeal to youth
where they are in order to expect to accomplish its other
purposes and goals
COMMITTEE APPROVAL

alex BT darmissdaraisfdaraiss committee chairman

ar

wherethey

wwooaw

B

douglas

wherethey
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